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Refer one member who joins and you
receive a $100 American Express gift card
Refer a second member who joins and you
receive another gift card
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receive a 50” TV or iPad
Refer one member who joins AND exhibits
at the 2015 Trade Show and you receive a
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NORA PROMOTES ANTIFREEZE RECYCLING
In addition to used oil, NORA members recycle
a variety of different liquids – including
spent antifreeze. When properly collected
and recycled, used antifreeze does not pose
a threat to the environment. Some NORA
members specialize in collecting and/or
processing used antifreeze, while others
simply collect it as part of their used oil routes
and transport it to an antifreeze recycler.
NORA actively encourages and promotes
antifreeze recycling. In 2008, NORA approved
“Recommended Best Management Practices
(BMP) for Used Antifreeze Generated by the
Vehicle Service Industry.” This document
(located at www.noranews.org) is intended
for NORA members to share with their
local states to adopt. It suggests that used
antifreeze recycled in compliance with the
BMPs is exempt from hazardous waste
characterization and regulation. The BMPs
provide specific collection and storage
instructions for generators.
NORA members have been actively involved
in ASTM committees to help promote the
inclusion/acceptance of used antifreeze
derived products as part of various standards.
This ensures NORA antifreeze recyclers are
treated fairly.

In 2011, NORA approved a set of Frequently
Asked Questions about antifreeze generally
and antifreeze recycling specifically. The
information is located at www.noranews.org
under Industry Information. It is designed
for the general public to become familiar
with our sector and the benefits provided by
antifreeze recycling.
This issue features several articles about
antifreeze recycling. All NORA members will
benefit by reading these and becoming more
familiar with this important sector of our
industry.
NORA believes every drop of spent antifreeze
should be collected and recycled and will
work for policies that encourage this.
I would like to thank Dennis Kelly and Drew
Frye for their leadership for this group over
many years. NORA is a member driven
association and the progress NORA has
made for antifreeze recycling can be directly
attributed to Dennis, Drew and the others
who have served on NORA’s Antifreeze
Working Group that meets at the Winter and
Mid-Year Meetings.

Liquid Recycling is published by NORA, An Association of Responsible Recyclers. Copyright, 2015 NORA. The opinions expressed in the articles are
those of the author of the articles and not necessarily the publisher. While every attempt has been made to assure that the information in the
magazine is accurate, the publisher assumes no responsibility for any omissions or errors, nor for the application of any advice or suggestions
in any particular situation. Due to space limitations, all items published are subject to abridgement. Unsolicited items will not be returned.
NORA, 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201, Gainesville, VA 20155 | P: 703-753-4277 | info@noranews.org | www.noranews.org
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NORA MEMBER

SPOTLIGHT
PRODUCTS PLUS, INC.

NORA MEMBER SINCE 2009

Headquarters:
Ozark, Missouri 3. Where does your company
Web:		
www.ppicoolant.com provide service?
Interview With:
Tommy Ayers
1. How long has your company
been in the industry? How/why
was the company established?
I started recycling antifreeze in
1995, 20 years ago as a means to
make a living. The goal at that time
was to go out every day and sell one
drum of antifreeze to someone.

2. What services do you provide?
What products do you provide?
Products Plus, Inc. currently
provides several types of antifreeze/
coolants, windshield washer fluid,
industrial heat transfer fluids and
used antifreeze recycling.
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Products Plus, Inc. is based in
Ozark, Missouri and we have 3
other distribution locations. St.
Louis, Kansas City and Stillwater,
Oklahoma. Out of these 4 locations,
we provide service in 9 states
throughout the Midwest.

4. Why are you a member of
NORA? How does NORA help you
build your business?
John Panasewicz, with Clear Choice
Antifreeze, invited me to a NORA
meeting in Las Vegas years ago
and I ‘ve been attending ever since.
NORA has been a great asset for
networking and learning about the
industry outside of my daily circle.
It’s good to get a chance to share
ideas and listen to others.

5. What are the biggest
challenges and opportunities you
see facing the antifreeze recycling
industry over the next five years?
After 20 years, Recycled Antifreeze
is becoming accepted within the
industry but our biggest challenge
to grow will be the used antifreeze
feed stock. Similar to the used oil
market, extended service intervals
of vehicles and fluids are affecting
the number of gallons we collect
and sell to our customers. We have
made great strides in reaching
out geographically, we hope to
continue that and keep filling in the
gaps of our existing foot print.

NORA
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“NORA has been
a great asset for
networking and
learning about
the industry
outside of my
daily circle.”
- Tommy Ayers

The place for route driven, bulk delivery
& pick-up service.
A N T I F R E E Z E , W I N D S H I E L D WA S H , U S E D A N T I F R E E Z E , H E AT T R A N S F E R F L U I D S

Call today for premium fluids
and premium customer service:
or visit us at: www.ppicoolant.com

NORA
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INDUSTRY NEWS

For additional information on these news items, visit noranews.org/news

NORA MEMBER RELADYNE
ACQUIRES PALATINE OIL
COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
RelaDyne, a provider of lubricants,
fuel, diesel exhaust fluid (DEF),
and industrial reliability services
announced that it has acquired
Palatine Oil Company (“POC”). POC
is one of Chicagoland’s largest
LTL (Less than Truckload) fuel
marketers and has been servicing
the market as a fuel and lubricant
distributor for more than 40 years.
This acquisition further establishes
RelaDyne’s commitment to growth
in the lubrication and fuel markets
positioning the combined company
as one of the largest fuel marketers
in the Chicagoland area.

NORA MEMBER SYNERGY
HYDROCARBON RECOVERY
ANNOUNCES EAST COAST
RE-REFINERY
Synergy Hydrocarbon Recovery
LLC, an environmental services
provider to the automotive industry
announced the completion of its
used oil re-refinery in Kingsland,
Georgia. The refinery will produce
vacuum gas oil (VGO), low sulfur
cutter and a vacuum tower
asphalt extender. This re-refinery
is strategically located along the
southeastern coast of Georgia. The
site provides convenient access
to highway, railway and waterway
transportation.
“Our approach to the Industry
has always been one of forward
thinking,” said CEO Elliott Paul. “The
Refinery is State of the Art with
the most modern environmental
controls technology has to offer.
This facility will provide a safe
destination for over 24,000,000
PAGE 6

gallons of used oil collected
annually throughout the
Southeastern United States”

NORA MEMBER VESCO OIL
CORPORATION ACQUIRES
BRITSCH INC.
NORA Member Vesco Oil Corp. has
acquired Wauseon, Ohio-based
fuels and chemicals distributor
Britsch Inc. Vesco co-owners and
general managers announced the
transaction and said in a statement
this week that the deal grows the
company’s geographic footprint
and expands its product and
service offerings in Ohio. “Joining
forces with a great company like
Britsch Inc. is central to our plans
to grow and remain independent,”
Epstein Stotland said in a
statement.

NORA MEMBER OLEIN
RECOVERY CORPORATION’S
CEO NAMED 2015 EXPORTER
OF THE YEAR BY PUERTO
RICO MANUFACTURER’S
ASSOCIATION (PRMA)
Congratulations to Jorge GonzalezCamp, Chief Executive Officer of
NORA Member Olein, who was
named 2015 Exporter of the Year
by the Puerto Rico Manufacturers
Association (PRMA) during their
annual convention last week.

AB 628 BEING PUSHED TO A
TWO YEAR BILL
California AB 628, which would
expand the definition of used oil to
include used bio-based lubricants,
has been converted to a two year
bill. This is a positive development
supported by NORA. Essentially,
this means the bill will not be

considered in 2015 but may be
considered in 2016. There are many
unanswered questions related to
the recycling industry’s ability to
responsibly manage this material as
well as definitional concerns. NORA
will keep its members updated
on the bill. See page 28 for more
information on AB 628 and NORA’s
position on this topic.

ADVANCED WASTE SERVICES
ACQUIRED BY COVANTA
ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
On May 15, 2015, NORA Member
Advanced Waste Services was
acquired by Covanta Environmental
Solutions LLC. The decision to
merge will allow AWS to broaden its
services, geography, and financial
resources. All important contact
information will remain the same.

XL GROUP PLC ANNOUNCES
COMPLETION OF CATLIN
GROUP LIMITED ACQUISITION
NORA Member XL Group plc
announced on May 1, 2015 that it
has completed the acquisition of
Catlin Group Limited following the
parties’ previously announced entry
into an agreement on January 9,
2015 to acquire all of the capital
stock of Catlin to form a combined
business. The closing of the
transaction follows the receipt of
all necessary regulatory approvals,
Catlin shareholder approval, and
sanctioning of the scheme of
arrangement by the Supreme Court
of Bermuda.

CALIFORNIA SB 778 TABLED
UNTIL NEXT YEAR
California Senate Bill 778 would
have required all automotive oil
NORA
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sold in California to meet a higher
quality standard, defined as oil
which requires changing at 10,000
mile intervals, by 2018. Drivers will
still have the opportunity to change
their oil when desired, but SB 778
will remove the need to change it
more frequently, which often results
from poor quality oil. The bill will be
reconsidered in 2016.

NORA MEMBER HYDRODEC
GROUP PLC MAKES FIRST
COMMERCIAL OIL SALE FROM
AUSTRALIAN PLANT
NORA Member Hydrodec Group
plc, the cleantech industrial oil rerefining group, is pleased to confirm
that it has made its first commercial
oil sale from its Australian plant

now re-located to Southern Oil’s
Bomen facility in Wagga Wagga.
The re-located plant is fully
commissioned, and the tolling
arrangement with Southern Oil has
commenced. The plant will not only
benefit from operating efficiencies
under a single operating structure,
but also offer better logistics
and other location advantages.
Hydrodec can also confirm that
commissioning of the rebuilt and
expanded plant in Canton, Ohio
remains on schedule for first oil in
May, a sequential startup of all six
processing trains during the month
and first commercial sales expected
before the month end as previously
advised.

ENVIROTECH’S PRESIDENT
JEFF LOEBNER VOTED TO ASA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NORA Member Envirotech’s
President, Jeff Loebner, has been
voted to the Board of Directors
of the American Subcontractors
Association. Thank you to Jeff
and all NORA Members who
choose to go the extra mile in
their professional and personal
communities.

SHARE YOUR NEWS!
If you have news you would like
to share with the industry, email
info@noranews.org.
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Senn Dunn becomes a
business ally for better worker
compensation outcomes.
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NORA

Today, we still
provide that same
level of connected expertise.

For more than 85 years, Senn Dunn has been helping businesses reduce on-the-job risk while
increasing employee morale. With our specialized comprehensive SDProComp® program, we’ll
help you build a workers’ compensation plan that successfully manages your risk and improves your
business outcomes. That’s just one of the reasons Senn Dunn consistently retains 95% of our clients.
Get connected with our risk management consultants today.
Business
Insurance

Employee
Benefits

Personal
Insurance

®

Greensboro | High Point | Raleigh | Wilmington | Charlotte
Ph: 800.598.7161 | SennDunn.com
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Question: Are POTWs
allowed to receive
truckloads of industrial
wastes that could or should
be going to commercial
CWTs?
This has been a burning question and
complaint by the NORA members for at least
30 years. When Publicly Owned Treatment
Works (POTWs) take certain wastestreams
they are in effect unfairly competing with
the commercial centralized waste treatment
(CWT) facilities.
During the 2015 NORA Mid-Year Meeting
in Chicago this issue was raised again by
several NORA members from across the
USA. It was noted in the meeting that the
Chicago POTWs might be considering taking
trucked industrial wastes from neighboring
counties which could have a significant
negative impact on the NORA members
operating as CWTs. Under several conditions
it is clear that POTWs are not allowed to take
the vast majority of industrial wastes, this is
addressed in the following paragraphs.
As background to this issue, EPA began
developing the Centralized Waste Treatment
Effluent Limitations Guidelines (CWT-ELG)
25 years ago; the regulation was eventually
finalized on December 22, 2000. From the
very beginning NORA represented the CWT
industry during this process. During the
10 years it took EPA to finalize the CWT
ELG, NORA and its members complained to
EPA about the competitive advantage that
POTW’s had in taking many hauled waste
streams and the resulting potential negative
PAGE 8

environmental impacts. At that time we
asked EPA to address the issue.
In the Federal Register (Vol. 65, No. 247/
December 22, 2000) the final CWT-ELG
preamble did strongly address this issue on
pages 81259 and 81620. From these pages
the clear message is that POTWs are not
allowed to receive by any means (sewer,
truck, rail, etc.) EPA industrial categorical ELG
wastewaters that do not already comply with
the established pretreatment standards.
There are 58 industrial categorical ELGs
which include the vast majority of industrial
waste streams that a CWT may handle. For
example these include ELGs covering most
types of metal finishing, metal foundries
and forming, chemical manufacturing, pulp
and paper, petroleum processing, building
materials, etc.
This requirement is emphasized in the
following excerpted paragraph from the
CWT-ELG:
“In addition, the CWA also requires EPA to
establish pretreatment standards for indirect
dischargers-those introducing wastewater
to a POTW either by pipe or sewer or by
transporting the waste by truck or rail to
the POTW. These standards are designed to
prevent the discharges of pollutants that
pass-through, interfere or are otherwise
incompatible with POTW operations.
The standards are technology-based and
analogous to technology-based effluent
limitations applicable to direct discharges.
Once EPA has established pretreatment
standards, no indirect discharger may
introduce wastewater to a POTW for which
there are pretreatment standards except

in compliance with the standard. The CWA
specifically prohibits the owner or operator
of any source from violating a pretreatment
standard. See section 307(d) of the CWA. This
prohibition applies whether the wastewater
is discharged through a sewer system or sent
to a POTW by truck or rail.” (page 81259)
For POTWs that have industrial discharges
they must have an EPA or State approved
industrial pretreatment program and be in
compliance with the requirements. This is
emphasized in the following excerpt from
the CWT-ELG:
“The regulations at 40 CFR Part 403 also
require all POTWs with a design flow
greater than 5 MGD per day to develop a
pretreatment program. Moreover, EPA or a
State may require a POTW with a design flow
that is less than or equal to 5 MGD to develop
a pretreatment program if warranted by
circumstances in order to prevent pass
through or interference. See 40 CFR 403.8(a).
These pretreatment programs must require
compliance with all applicable pretreatment
standards and requirements by industrial
users of the POTW. See 40 CFR 403.8(f)
(ii). Furthermore, each POTW developing a
pretreatment program must develop and
enforce specific local limits to implement
the general and specific prohibition against
pass-through and interference. See 40 CFR
403.5(c). Thus, any POTW subject to the
requirement to develop a pretreatment
program that accepts waste that does
not comply with a general or specific
prohibition or with national effluent
pretreatment standards is in violation
of the regulations.” (page 81260) These
wastes have to be treated by either the
categorical industry facility or a CWT.
NORA
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Jack Waggener is a Professional Engineer and Senior
Consultant to NORA. If you have a question you
would like Jack to address in the next issue, email
info@noranews.org. To Contact Jack Waggener,
PE, email Jack.Waggener@aecom.com

In 1999 EPA published the “Guidance Manual
for the Control of Wastes Hauled to POTWs”
which again stresses that national effluent
pretreatment standards must be achieved
prior to introduction to a POTW regardless
of the mode of transportation. Also, EPA
recommends that all wastes entering the
POTW comply with the local pretreatment
limits established for that POTW. EPA has
had Webinar’s about this as recent as 2013,
therefore POTWs should be very aware of
what is required by EPA.
Of course there are other hauled wastes
that each POTW can evaluate receiving,

such as septage and chemical toilet wastes.
Others listed by EPA might be some bilge
waters, coolants, restaurant grease trap
wastes, groundwater remediation water,
used glycols, contaminated stormwater,
and others. Obviously, some CWTs also treat
these waters.
For more detailed information I recommend
going to the EPA website to review the
references I have discussed here and others.
I would welcome any comments and
questions you may have.

EMAIL: info@emeraldrenews.com
NORA
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CALL: 888.832.3008

VISIT: EmeraldRenews.com
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2015 MID-YEAR MEETING
JUNE 17-19, 2015 | PALMER HOUSE HILTON HOTEL | CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
From June 17-19, over 200 national
and international leaders from the
liquid recycling industry came together
in Chicago for networking, business
development and to explore various
opportunites and threats facing the
industry.
During this event, NORA committees
and working groups met to discuss
opportunities and threats for recyclers
of used oil and related materials. In
addition to committee meetings,
attendees heard a presentation on the
direction of the oil market and had
multiple opportunities for networking
including the receptions and other
informal gatherings.
The meeting minutes, photos, and
other related materials are available for
members by visiting the “Members Only
Resource Center” on www.noranews.org.

OIL MARKET OUTLOOK: WHICH WAY NOW?
BY: BLAKE ESKEW
Blake Eskew, Vice President of IHS Oil
Markets and Downstream Research and
Consulting, gave a presentation titled,
“Oil Market Outlook: Which Way Now?”
during lunch at the Mid-Year Meeting.
Eskew addressed recent developments
and the future outlook for crude oil
and products, with a focus on trends
in domestic crude oil production
and pricing, residual fuel supply and
consumption, and developments in the
bunker market.
For those who missed the presentation,
it is available to NORA members on
www.noranews.org in the “Members
Only Resource Center.”
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RESEARCH. EDUCATION. COLLABORATION.
The core mission of the International Used Oil Research Institute (IUORI) is to research,
develop and implement best practices for the international used oil recycling industry. The
IUORI also serves as an industry watchdog, monitoring practices in an effort to educate,
protect and promote better health and safety practices within the used oil international
recycling industry.
The Institute is committed to being an active participant in developing educational resources
for the advancement of technological discoveries in the used oil industry. In addition to its
work with U.S. national accredited universities, the IUORI is dedicated to the development,
promotion and compliance with international environmental laws, as well as federal, state
and local regulations within the U.S. as a responsible steward of our natural resources and
better management of human health and environmental standards.
The IUORI advocates the collaborative efforts between stakeholders within industry,
academia, regulatory agencies and concerned citizens in securing technology and practices
which provide a long-term strategic approach to the management of our industry’s
challenges throughout the world.

Recycling Our Natural Resource For A Better Tomorrow
At Aaron Oil Company we focus on providing Quality, Service, Customer
Satisfaction and Efficiency in everything we do. Doing so has allowed us
to create longstanding relationships and build a business that has served
the Southeast for more than three decades. Our commitment to excellence
has led to collaborative partnerships and process developments unlike any
others, as well as the development of one of the most experienced teams of
engineers, researchers, managers and employees in the industry.
The company is in a continuous state of development of new technologies,
management software, automation, robotics and best available technologies
in the used oil and petroleum reclamation industry. The experts at Aaron Oil
are setting new standards for the industry by creating new strategies, new
markets and concepts unlike any other service provider in the world.

WHAT WAS DISCUSSED
IN THE MEETINGS?
At the NORA Winter Meeting,
participants explored many topics,
including:
·

Progress on NORA’s PCB/TSCA
Reform Effort.

·

NORA’s efforts to overturn state
bans on the use of Vacuum
Tower Asphalt Extenders (VTAE)
was updated including a review
of the recently approved NORA
specification for the material.

·

The status of the Ozone
Transport Commission
on promulgating solvent
degreasing regulations.

·

Ideas for 2015 NORA
Conference sessions.

·

Environmental, health, and
safety issues.

·

Effluent guidelines for
produced wastewater from oil
and gas wells.

·

The effect of Diesel Exhaust
Fluid causing ammonia/urea in
spent antifreeze streams.

·

Review of antifreeze ASTM
standards update.

·

Much more.

To review these topics in detail,
review the committee meeting
minutes by visiting the Members
Only Resource Center at www.
noranews.org.
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The products we trade are as varied as our clients. We source and supply
products both foreign and domestically, under spot and long-term agreements.
Contact us today and see how we can help you.

For more information contact us at 877.521.1777
2211 Norfolk, Suite 910 Houston, TX 77098
Phone 713.521.1777 Fax 713.521.1787
info@cradonenergy.com

www.cradonenergy.com

NORA MID-YEAR MEETING RESOURCES
available to members at www.noranews.org
Not sure how to
access these files?
Go to www.noranews.
org. Click the “Members
Only Resource Center”
button on the home page.
Sign in to your member
account. If you are not
aware of your username
or password, email info@
noranews.org or call (703)
753-4277. Once you are
signed in, click “Documents
and Reports,” then click
“NORA Group/Committee
Resources.” Scroll to the
committee documents that
you are looking for.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Antifreeze Committee
Waste Analysis Plan - Multi-Process Facility: Quick Reference Guide (Draft)
Sample: NORA Standard Operating Procedure
Distilled Fuels Working Group
Economics of Distillation
Impressions of the Russian Used Oil Market
Markets for VGO Product
Government Affairs Subcommittee on Research
LCA Updates
Tennessee Research Project
Re-Refined Lubricant Working Group Minutes
AB 628: Comments Submitted to EPA
Advanced Processing Plants
Used Oil Recycling Council
Rewriting of the EPA’s Definition of Used Oil
DRAFT: NORA EPA Risk-Based Approvals to Manage, Treat or Dispose of
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Remediation Waste
Wastewater Working Group
Comments Submitted to EPA on MDL Procedure

OPEN CALL FOR NORA BOARD CANDIDATES

Looking to become more involved in your industry?

NORA prides itself on being a member driven organization. NORA membership, event attendance and value continue to increase each year.
This is entirely because of the efforts of the volunteer leadership of the
association. They provide the direction and strategy that allows NORA to provide more value to members.
If you are interested, you are strongly encouraged to participate. NORA is always in search of new ideas to make our association better.
This is an open call for candidates for the 2016-2017 NORA Board of Directors. There are a total of five open Board seats this year. Three are for
Recycling Members and two are for Associate Members. If you would like to nominate yourself, or someone else, please email info@noranews.
org by September 23rd at Noon Eastern. NORA will contact you to review the board position responsibilities and answer your questions. The
term for each Board seat is two years (2016-2017). Generally, Board members are requested to be at the three NORA events each year as well
as on 2-3 additional phone calls per year.
In addition to Board seats, the association is also seeking individuals to serve on a variety of government affairs committees for 2016. These
positions are not elected; the President appoints them. NORA thanks those who have served in the past and encourages members to help lead
our industry into the future.
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Take the Oil Eater® Challenge - Call for a free sample.

FLEX LINE

Parts Washers

Modular Design - Interchangeable Features
Water Based Parts Washing System

Every Machine Ready to Use Includes Oil Eater® Cleaner & Degreaser

Distributor Inquiries Welcome
www.oileater.com | (800) 528-0334

SAFETY-KLEEN TOUR

NORA MEMBERS VISIT THE WORLD’S LARGEST RE-REFINERY
NORA member Safety-Kleen , A Clean
Harbors Company, graciously hosted a
plant tour at the beginning of NORA’s
Mid-Year Meeting.
Over 75 participants at the 2015 NORA
Mid-Year Meeting had the unique
opportunity to tour the largest base oil
re-refinery in the world on June 17, 2015.
Safety-Kleen’s facility in East Chicago,
Indiana is the largest base oil re-refinery
in the world. The facility began operating
in 1991 and has annual throughput of
about 120 million gallons of used oil. In
addition, the facility has on-site blending
capabilities.
NORA thanks Safety-Kleen for their
hospitality.
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Serving America’s
Industry For Over
30 Years
Working everyday to
improve the quality of
our industry and the
environment it affects.

SAVE PROCESSING TIME
Produce quality oil faster.

Safety, efficiency, and professional results are what our clients
have come to expect from National Chemical Supply (NCS) in the
last 30 years. Whether your needs are cleaning, maintenance or a
variety of industrial applications, you can rely on NCS to offer you
the most effective solution.
NCS also provides industrial boiler, cooling, and wastewater
treatment chemicals, equipment, and consulting services to suit
all your needs.

NO GAMES. NO NONSENSE.

Less water. Faster processing. Better quality of oil in less time.
Quality oil is the name of the game. Be sure when you send your
oil out that there aren’t going to be any complaints. Over 90% of
our clients are producing oil with less than 2% water after starting
with an average of 40% and are doing it in as low as 6 to 8 hours.

Proudly serving over 20 NORA
Members who are using NCS
products and achieving
phenomenal results.

CONTACT

Are the products you use working as well as you’d like? National
Chemical’s products can be formulated to meet the specific needs
of your industrial applications. Contact us today with your
specifications and we’d be happy to work closely with you in
providing a solution. We will adjust in a matter of 24 hours a
product for you.

ADDRESS: 4151 SW 47 Ave. Building 1-5 | Davie, FL 33314
CELL: (954) 683-1645 | COMPANY: (800) 515-9938
EMAIL: info@nationalchemicalsupply.com
WEB: www.nationalchemicalsupply.com

2015 MID-YEAR SPONSORS

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS | JUNE 17-19
OPENING RECEPTION SPONSOR

KEY CARD AND LANYARD SPONSOR

NOTEBOOK SPONSOR

PREMIER SPONSORS

LUNCH SPONSORS

HAPPY HOUR SPONSORS

BREAKFAST SPONSORS

ADVERTISERS

CANDY BOWL SPONSORS
Goodwill Industries of Greater Detroit

The Environmental Answer To Your
Absorbent/Stabilizing Requirements
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CHARGING STATION SPONSORS
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Integrated Insurance
Programs for the
Recycling Industry
XL Group and Catlin Group are now one.
We are XL Catlin! From insurance to reinsurance,
a changing world needs new answers. We’re here
to find them. With an incredible blend of people,
products, services and technology, we have
the power to find innovative, creative solutions
to your risks – from the most familiar to the
most complex.
For more than 20 years, XL Catlin’s Environmental
team has been providing integrated insurance
solutions that include
• Property & Casualty coverage
• Pollution coverage, tailored to
customer needs
• Specialized risk control and
claims management services

MAKE YOUR WORLD GO
For more information, please contact
Matt Gartner
AVP, Environmental
Toll-free: +1 800 327 1414
Direct: +1 610 968 9294
matthew.gartner@xlcatlin.com
505 Eagleview Boulevard, Suite 100
Exton, PA 19341-0636
xlgroup.com/insurance/environmental

XL Catlin is the global brand used by XL Group plc’s
insurance subsidiaries. In the US, the insurance
companies of XL Group plc are: Catlin Indemnity
Company, Catlin Insurance Company, Inc., Catlin
Specialty Insurance Company, Greenwich Insurance
Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, XL
Insurance America, Inc., XL Insurance Company of
New York, Inc., and XL Specialty Insurance Company.
Not all of the insurers do business in all jurisdictions
nor is coverage available in all jurisdictions.
Information accurate as of June 2015.
, XL Catlin and MAKE YOUR WORLD GO
are trademarks of XL Group plc companies.

2015 NORA CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
NOVEMBER 11-14, 2015 | OMNI CHAMPIONSGATE | ORLANDO, FLORIDA

The 2015 NORA Annual Conference & Trade Show will be held November 11-14,
2015 in Orlando, Florida at the Omni Orlando Resort at Championsgate. Join 400+
industry leaders for networking, business development, and education.

FEATURING KEYNOTE SPEAKER

LOU HOLTZ
Lou Holtz will give the
keynote address on
Thursday, November 12.
Holtz has established
himself as one of the most
successful college football
coaches of all time. Holtz is
the only coach in the history
of college football to: 1)
Take 6 different teams to a
bowl game. 2) Win 5 bowl
games with different teams.
3) To have 4 different
college teams ranked in the
final Top 20 poll.
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TRADE SHOW - 94% SOLD!

REGISTER NOW

The NORA Trade Show will feature
over 50 exhibit spaces with companies
displaying the latest products and
services available to the liquid recycling
industry. See page 27 for the current
trade show floor plan. Companies
interested in exhibiting should contact
Casey Parker at (703) 753-4277 or casey@
noranews.org. Visit www.noranews.org
for more information.

Register online to attend the Conference
at www.noranews.org or fill out the form
on page 21. Register early to ensure you
receive the lowest price and a room in
the discounted NORA room block.

SPONSOR THE EVENT
Many sponsorship and advertising
opportunities are available for the
2015 NORA Conference & Trade Show.
For as little as $150, you can support
your industry as well as promote your
company. For more information, visit
www.noranews.org or see pages 2224. Contact Casey Parker at casey@
noranews.org or (703) 753-4277 to
reserve your sponsorship today.

HOTEL INFORMATION
NORA has secured a block of hotel
rooms at the Omni Orlando Resort
at Championsgate for just $199/
night. Most attendees will arrive on
Wednesday, November 11 and leave on
Saturday, November 14. Exhibitors may
want to arrive on Tuesday, November
10, to allow time for exhibit set up. To
reserve your room, call 1-800-THE-OMNI
and mention the NORA Conference, or
book online at www.noranews.org >
“Events”. For more information on the
hotel, visit www.noranews.org.
Please note that the only valid ways of securing
a room in the NORA room block are by calling
the Omni Hotel or booking through the NORA
website.

NORA
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2015 NORA Conference Registration Form

Complete one form for each person. Only one form required to include payment information.
EXHIBITORS: D o Not Use This Form - Use Exhibitor Agreement Form

Contact Info
Name

Badge Name

Company
Address

City

Phone

Email

State

Zip

Registration Choices
Full Registration (you may assign/change names to the registration at any time) includes all conference sessions,
conference materials, opening reception (members only), two continental breakfasts, breaks and Friday Night Closing
Party Dinner. Payment must be faxed or postmarked by the dates to be eligible for the discounted prices.

PRICES
NORA Member: First person
NORA Member: Additional person
Non-Member: First person
Non-Member: Additional person
Government Representatives

Early

Regular

Late

(by August 29)

(by October 3)

(after October 3)

$830
$730
$2300
$2200
$350

$860
$760
$2400
$2300
$350

$890
$790
$2500
$2400
$350

EXTRAS
Spouse/Guest: Full Package....$249
Spouse/Guest: Friday Only....$209

Golf (Sponsored by Dexsil)...............$120
Golf Clubs....................................$65

Fishing Trip...............................$100

If you selected golf, please include your average score: ______ If you selected fishing, please include your shirt size: ______
Is this your first time attending a NORA Meeting?

Yes

No

Payment Options
Total Amount Due $

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

FOLD AND TEAR

Check (payable to NORA)

American Express

Visa

MasterCard

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number

Exp. Date

Billing Street Number & Zip (if different than above)

Email to send receipt (if different than above)

Security Code

Submit Your Registration

Book Your Hotel Room

Credit Card Only:
Check or Credit Card:

Omni Orlando Championsgate

Questions:

Email casey@noranews.org or fax 703-753-2445
Mail to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201
Gainesville, VA 20155
Call 703-753-4277 or email casey@noranews.org

1500 Masters Boulevard, Championsgate, FL 33896

NORA Rate $199/night
To secure your room, call 800-THE-OMNI and ask
for the NORA Conference or reserve your rooms
online at www.noranews.org > Events.

Cancellations through August 28: A $100 service charge. Between August 29 - October 2: 50% refund of the registration fee. No refunds after October 2.
NORA
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REGISTER NOW! SUBMIT YOUR REGISTRATION FORM VIA MAIL OR EMAIL.

Orlando, Florida | November 11-14, 2015

Gain exposure for your company at the premier event in the liquid recycling industry. All members, even those not attending the conference, may sponsor to help
make this an amazing event. For just a small contribution, you can support your industry and promote your business. All sponsors will be thanked on the NORA
website with a link to your company’s website, in Liquid Recycling Magazine which is distributed to 2,000 industry leaders, on oversized signage at the conference and in the conference books which are distributed at the event and posted on the NORA website. Contact casey@noranews.org with any questions. Items
with an * are assigned via lottery on August 7, 2015 - email casey@noranews.org to be entered in the lottery.

Golf Tournament Naming Rights

SOLD

Fishing Naming Rights

®

Premier Sponsor *

SOLD
$4700

Your logo will be prominently featured on the front cover of the NORA
Conference Book and on all name badges. You receive the back cover ad of
the conference book. Your company will be thanked at the opening session.
In addition, your logo will be screenprinted on the tote bags distributed at
registration. Only one available.

Golf Lunch Sponsor *

$3500

Your company will be recognized on the box lunches placed in each cart at the
start of the tournament. This sponsorship includes two FREE golf tournament
registrations and a Golf Hole Sponsor Sign. Only one available.

Lanyard Sponsor *

$2800

Your company logo will be printed on the lanyard handed to all attendees.

Key Card Sponsor *

$2800

Your logo will be printed on key cards distributed to NORA guests at hotel
check-in.

Audio / Visual Sponsor *

$2750

Your logo will be prominently displayed when the ‘splash screen’ is displayed
in the main meeting room. As an added bonus,this sponsorship includes a free
full page color ad in the conference book (a $600 value).

Water Bottle Sponsor

SOLD

$2200

Your logo will be printed on the bottles of water that will be set at every seat
at the beginning of the conference on Thursday morning.

Notebook Sponsor *

$2100

Your logo will be on the notebook placed at each seat at the beginning of the
conference.

Keynote Speaker Sponsor (Lou Holtz)

$2000

Your company will be thanked prior to the keynote address given by Lou Holtz
and you will have the opportunity to address the entire group for one minute.
Your logo will appear on a large screen behind the speaker at the beginning
of the keynote address. In addition, you will have an exclusive opportunity to
privately meet with Lou Holtz before the event.

Gold Sponsor

$1800

Drink Ticket Sponsor

FOLD AND TEAR

SPONSORSHIP & ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

$1000

Your logo will be printed on the drink tickets for the Wednesday Opening
Reception and on signs around the bar. Please order by October 30 to allow
time for printing. - 8 available

Floor Sponsor

$800

Charging Station Sponsor

$600

Bag Sponsor

$550

Grand Opening Exhibit Reception

$450

Bag Insert Sponsor

$325

Spouse Brunch Sponsor

$300

Candy Bowl Sponsor

$275

Thursday Continental Breakfast

$250

Friday Continental Breakfast

$250

Golf Hole Sponsor

$225

Your full-color logo or ad will be displayed on 3 large floor signs in the lobby of
the conference center.

Your logo will be prominently displayed at a charging station near the registration desk to supply power for mobile devices.
Your logo will be printed on the conference bags distributed to attendees.
Available through October 5 to allow time for printing.
Your logo will be prominently displayed on all signs for the reception and
printed next to the event on conference agendas.

You provide the insert and NORA will distribute it in the conference or golf
bags. Examples include hats, coozies, flyers, etc. Please deliver items to hotel
by November 9.
Your logo will be printed next to the event on conference agendas.

Your logo will be displayed around the NORA Candy Bowl at the registration
table. - Only six available
Your logo will be prominently displayed on signage at the breakfast and
included next to this event on conference agendas.

Your logo will be prominently displayed on signage at the breakfast included
next to this event on conference agendas.
Your logo will be printed on a sign placed at one of the holes during the golf
tournament.

Your logo will be printed on the front cover of the NORA Conference Book and
on large signage at the event. You receive a complimentary full page ad in the
event book. Your company will be thanked at the conference opening session.
Includes a golf hole sponsorship and company logo printed on the fabric
conference bags. - 10 available

NORA
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CONFERENCE BOOK ADVERTISING
The conference book is distributed to attendees, new members who join throughout the year and posted on the NORA website.
Attendees refer to this book for contact information for all attendees and exhibitors, event agenda, and exhibitor and speaker
information. NORA will design your ad for free.

Back Cover Ad ................................................................................................................... Included with premier sponsorship
Inside Front Cover Ad * ................................................................................................................................................$1100
Inside Back Cover Ad * ...................................................................................................................................................$925
Full Page Color Ad (7-1/2” x 10”) ......................................................................................................................................$600
Full Page Black & White Ad (7-1/2” x 10”) ........................................................................................................................$475
Half Page Color Horizontal Ad (7-1/2” x 5”) .......................................................................................................................$475
Half Page Black & White Horizontal Ad (7-1/2” x 5”) ..........................................................................................................$260
Half Page Color Vertical Ad (3-3/4” x 10”) .........................................................................................................................$475
Half Page Black & White Vertical Ad (3-3/4” x 10”) ............................................................................................................$260
Third Page Color Ad (7-1/2” x 3-1/2”)................................................................................................................................$375
Third Page Black & White Ad (7-1/2” x 3-1/2”)...................................................................................................................$200
Color Logo by Company Index (1” high) ............................................................................................................................$150
Color Logo by Exhibitor Index (1” high) ............................................................................................................................$150

SUBMIT SPONSORSHIP/ADVERTISING FORM
CONTACT INFORMATION
Name

Title

Company

Email

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Total Amount Due $

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

Check (payable to NORA)

American Express

Visa

MasterCard

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number

Exp. Date

Billing Street Number & Zip (if different than above)

Email to send receipt (if different than above)

Security Code

FOLD AND TEAR

SUBMIT YOUR AGREEMENT
Credit Card Only:
Check or Credit Card:
Questions:
NORA

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Email casey@noranews.org or fax 703-753-2445
Mail to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201 Gainesville, VA 20155
Call 703-753-4277 or email casey@noranews.org
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SPONSORSHIPS NOW AVAILABLE! SUBMIT THIS FORM VIA MAIL OR EMAIL.

SPONSORSHIP & ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES (CONTINUED)

FOLD AND TEAR

2015 NORA CLOSING PARTY BROUGHT TO YOU BY LUB-LINE
SPONSORSHIP FORM
To receive full promotional consideration in print materials, please submit sponsorships by September 25, 2015.
After this date, sponsorships are still welcome but will receive different promotional consideration.

SPONSORSHIPS
NAMING RIGHTS (Exclusive)
LEVEL 1 SPONSOR (only 4 available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$5,000

Large Logo on Conference Book Cover
Reserved table for 10 in premier location at closing party
Large Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Large Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Color Full Page Ad in Conference Book ($600 Value)
Color Logo with Company/Exhibitor Index in Conference Book
Logo on “Thank You” Page in post-Conference Magazine

LEVEL 2 SPONSOR (only 8 available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$10,000

$2,000

Logo on Conference Book Cover
Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Large Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Color Half Page Ad in Conference Book ($475 Value)
Color Logo with Company/Exhibitor Index in Conference Book
Large Logo on “Thank You” Page in post-Conference Magazine

LEVEL 3 SPONSOR (only 12 available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$1,000

Name on Conference Book Cover
Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Black & White Logo with Company Listing in Conference Book
Logo on “Thank You” Page in post-Conference Magazine

LEVEL 4 SPONSOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

$500

Small Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Small Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Black & White Logo with Company Listing in Conference Book
Small Logo on “Thank You” Page in post-Conference Magazine

LEVEL 5 SPONSOR
•
•
•
•
•

$250

Small Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Small Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Small Logo on “Thank You” Page in post-Conference Magazine

CONTACT INFO
Name

Company

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Total Amount Due $

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

Check (payable to NORA)

American Express

Visa

MasterCard

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number

Exp. Date

Billing Street Number & Zip (if different than above)

Email to send receipt (if different than above)

Security Code

SUBMIT YOUR AGREEMENT
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Email casey@noranews.org or fax 703-753-2445
Mail to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201 Gainesville, VA 20155
Call 703-753-4277 or email casey@noranews.org
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Credit Card Only:
Check or Credit Card:
Questions:

Heritage-Crystal Clean is one of the fastest-growing used oil
and environmental service companies in the USA. We are a
long-standing member of NORA, and we actively support the
following initiatives:
• Improving the regulatory framework for managing PCB’s in
used oil through the NORA TSCA Workgroup
• Working toward establishing an industry standard for
Vacuum Tower Asphalt Extender and an official ASTM spec
through the NORA VTAE Workgroup
• Representation of the used oil re-refining industry through
the NORA Re-refining Council
We continue to invest in our business and expand our
geographic service area and scope of services, and we are
pleased to work with other NORA members to improve the
standards and visibility of our industry.

Check out our website:
www.crystal-clean.com or call us at
847-836-5670 for more information.

2015 CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW

TENTATIVE AGENDA
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11
10:00
2:00
3:15
4:00
4:30

AM
PM
PM
PM
PM

- 		 2:00
- 7:00
- 		 4:00
- 		 4:30
- 		 8:30

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Exhibitor Set Up
Conference Check-In/Registration
Board Member Meeting
New Member/Board Member Reception
Grand Opening Reception in Trade Show

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12
7:00
8:00
9:55
10:30
10:20
12:15

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
PM

- 		 8:00
- 		 9:55
- 10:20
- 11:30
- 12:00
- 		 7:00

AM
AM
AM
AM
PM
PM

Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
Conference Sessions Open
Refreshment Break in Trade Show
Spouse/Guest Brunch
Conference Sessions
24th Annual NORA Golf Tournament

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13
7:30
8:30
10:00
11:30
11:30
5:00

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
PM

- 		 8:30 AM
- 10:00 AM
- 11:00 AM
- 12:45 PM
- 		 9:00 PM

Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
Conference Sessions
Refreshment Break in Trade Show
Tear Down
Conference Sessions
NORA Closing Party

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14
6:00 AM - 11:00 AM
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NORA Annual Fishing Expedition
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2015 CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW FLOOR PLAN
(AS OF 7/10/15, SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

The 2015 NORA Trade
Show is currently
94% sold. Visit www.
noranews.org for more
information or call Casey
Parker at (703) 753-4277
to reserve your booth.

118
Int’l
Treatment
112
Trihydro

219
Oilmen’s

318
Summit

419
Continental
Refining

217
Graymills

316
Lubrizol

516
417
Erpek
Fountain
Industries Engineering
& Consulting

117
Dolphin
Centrifuge

216
SmartBin

317
Senn
Dunn

416
XL
Insurance

113
Multitherm

212
Catalyst
Trading

313
Chemical
Engineering
Partners

412
Porocel
Int’l

211
Keteca
209
Titan
Logix

411
Husky
Corp.

308
GIG
Karasek

409
Air Products
307
Mouvex

406
US Foundry

103
202
Environmental Cuda
Resource
Aqueous
Associates

303
GEA
Group

402
Dexsil

519
513
DesertMicro

310
Lamb
Fuels

107
206
Build-All
Radian
Corporation Chemicals

518
Fenix
Process
Technologies

508/510
SystemOne

= AVAILABLE BOOTH - ACT FAST!

RESERVE YOUR
BOOTH TODAY!

507
ATEK

106
Sweet
Gazoil

203

302
BASE
Engineering

403
General
Combustion

100
Tentative
Hold

201
Flottweg

300
PescoBeam

401
Paratherm

500/502
VTA GmbH

501

REGISTRATION
NORA GENERAL SESSION
& BREAKOUT

BREAKOUT

BREAKOUT

CURRENT LIST OF EXHIBITORS (AS OF 7/10/15, SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
ATEK Access Technologies
BASE Engineering Inc.
Build-All Corporation
Catalyst Trading Co.
Chemical Engineering Partners
Continental Refining Company
Cuda Aqueous Parts Washers
DesertMicro
Dexsil
Dolphin Centrifuge
Environmental Resource Associates
Erpek Engineering & Consulting
Fenix Process Technologies
Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
NORA

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Fountain Industries LLC
GEA Group
General Combustion Corp.
GIG Karasek - InCon Process Systems
Graymills
Husky Corporation
International Treatment Chemicals
Keteca USA, Inc.
Lamb Fuels
Lubrizol
Mouvex
Multitherm LLC
Oilmen’s Truck Tanks
Paratherm Heat Transfer Fluids
PescoBeam

Porocel International, LLC
Radian
Senn Dunn Insurance a Marsh &
McLennan Agency Company
SmartBin
Summit Environmental Technologies
Sweet Gazoil Inc.
SystemOne Technologies
Titan Logix Corp.
Trihydro Corporation
US Foundry & MFG
VTA GmbH & Co., KG
XL Insurance
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CALL FOR INTERESTED SPEAKERS AND TOPIC IDEAS

FOR THE 2015 NORA CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
NORA needs your help to create an incredible set of education and
knowledge sessions for the 2015 NORA Annual Recycling Conference.
Our goal is to deliver helpful, practical, real-world information to
attendees to help you grow and prosper.
We are constantly on the lookout for new speakers and topic ideas.
We’re looking for speakers and topic ideas to drive the momentum
and help us build the best educational program yet.

NORA members have already submitted these session ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEF Situation
Market Analysis
Business Evaluation
Social Media/Marketing
Hiring/Firing Practices
Emerging Markets/World Markets
Political Climate/Political Strategy
New Technologies - Pitch/Presentation

If you have additional topic ideas you would like addressed, or are
interested in speaking about one of the listed topics, please email a
proposal to info@noranews.org.
Please note: Proposals promoting specific company products or
services will not be accepted.

ENERGY / OIL MARKETING AND RECYCLING

One of the Gulf Coast’s fastest growing energy and oil product brokers.
Specializing in the marketing and recycling of crude oil, base oil, lube oil and line flush materials, fuel oil,
off-spec fuel, trans-mix, light ends, cutter stock, used oil and other hydrocarbon & petroleum based
products (and much more - please inquire).
Proudly serving Houston, Beaumont, Port Arthur, S.E. Texas, Louisiana, and other U.S. locations.

832-287-6080 | ANTHONY CUTAIA | AHCUTAIA@YAHOO.COM
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NORA TACKLES DEF CONTAMINATION OF RECYCLED ANTIFREEZE
By: Chris Harris, NORA General Counsel

There are various threats that
could prevent recycling of
otherwise valuable recyclable
materials. For example, PCB
contamination of used oil renders
the used oil a useless material
and a major liability. Mixing
petroleum-based used oil with
used bio-based lubricants means
the used oil mixture cannot be
re-refined. Used antifreeze is
also vulnerable to contamination
– and the culprit is DEF, the
acronym for Diesel Exhaust Fluid.

As a product, DEF is not a culprit; it is a hero in
the fight against air pollution, particularly motor
vehicle exhaust containing oxides of nitrogen. DEF
is the key component of what is called “selective
catalytic reduction” or SCR technology. Motor
engine SCR systems (patented in 1957) use
ammonia-based fluids to react with oxides of
nitrogen to form nitrogen and water, causing a
major reduction in air pollution.
While DEF deserves flying colors and other
accolades in its battle against the evil oxides of
nitrogen, it can, in itself, become a pollutant. If the
ammonia (urea) in DEF creeps into used antifreeze
destined for recycling (even in very tiny quantities)
it ruins the opportunity for the antifreeze to be
recycled. (It is also harmful to used oil destined
for recycling.) Also, any ammonia in antifreeze
can cause serious damage to radiators or other
equipment made with aluminum or brass.

To help educate those who need to know, NORA
has prepared guidance to generators explaining
the basic problem and the urgent need to keep DEF
far away from used antifreeze (and used oil). NORA
has also written to the manufacturers of antifreeze
products and DEF products urging them to educate
their customers on the need for good management
practices.
NORA has invited these manufacturers to work
with NORA to devise and implement a joint effort
to address the DEF contamination problem. Part
of this effort would be warnings on containers of
antifreeze and DEF as well as brochures directed
at the managers and employees of vehicle
maintenance facilities. This effort has just begun
and NORA will keep you posted on all late-breaking
news in its never-ending battle to defeat the
contaminants of recyclable materials.

Used antifreeze that cannot be recycled leads to
expensive disposal problems. The solution? Strict
segregation and continuous education. Vehicle
maintenance facilities maintain SCR technology
and provide many other services such as replacing
the antifreeze in vehicle radiators. The danger of
inadvertently mixing DEF with antifreeze is always
present.

NORA
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CALIFORNIA BIO-LUBE BILL, A.B. 628, MAY GET RECYCLED

NORA Submits Letter of Concern, Did it Make the Difference?
By Chris Harris, NORA General Counsel

It was approved by the
Committee on Environmental
Safety and Toxic Materials by a
vote of 6 to 1 and then passed
the California Assembly on
May 7th by a vote of 60 to 16.
Then, just before the Senate
Committee hearing, the author
of the bill, Assembly Member
Richard Bloom (D.- Santa
Monica), effectively killed A.B.
628 – at least for this year.
Why?
But first, some background
information on A.B 628.

Later, the Automotive Oil
Change Association (“AOCA”),
which represents the quicklube industry, also signed on
to the letter.

1
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A

ccording to Mr. Bloom, "varying
interpretations of state and federal law
related to the treatment of used oil are
creating unintended barriers to expanding the
market for recycling of high quality biosynthetic
motor oils. Many companies have spent years
developing bio-based, biosynthetic motor oils for
use in automobiles. Independent testing not only
shows biosynthetic motor oils to be among the
highest rated products for protecting engines and
machinery, they also are bio-based, biodegradable,
nontoxic, and do not bio-accumulate in marine
organisms… AB 628 seeks to update and clarify
existing law surrounding the regulation of these
blended used oils."
Sounds pretty reasonable. Who could be against
that? Also, the bill added only three words to
California’s definition of used oil. In addition to
the existing definition of used oil being derived
from refining crude oil and synthetic oil, A.B. 628
would add “from any source” as an expansion of
the scope of “synthetic oil.” The clear intent of
those three words was to ensure that used oil from
bio-based lubricants had the same special status
as petroleum-based used oil. And if used biobased lubricants had the same regulatory status as
petroleum-based used oil, then presumably they
would be handled in the same manner. When a
quick lube oil changer drained your crankcase, the
used bio-based lubricant would be tossed in the
same used oil container as the used petroleumbased lubricant.
While the quantity of bio-based lubricants in
commerce today is minuscule, it is a growing
“green” industry favored by environmental
activists, particularly in California. After the
passage of A.B. 628, the next obvious step would
be to mandate that all automotive lubricants
sold in California must have a minimum bio-lube

content of, say, 25 percent. In addition, all vehicles
operated by the state and local governments must
use only bio-based lubricants.
The trouble with this pleasantly green scenario
is that petroleum oil and bio-based oil don’t
mix. NORA and several of its re-refiner members
took a very close look at the likely results of
this bio-based green scenario, concluding that
A.B. 628 was the perfect example of the law of
unintended consequences. In a four-page letter
to the chairman of the Senate Committee on
Environmental Quality (the committee scheduled
to hold a hearing on A.B. 628), NORA, Safety-Kleen,
Clean Harbors, DeMenno/Kerdoon and World Oil
Corporation1 explained that
“[t]he primary problem presented by AB 628 is
that petroleum and biodegradable lubricants are
incompatible and must be kept segregated. The
used oil recycling industry simply cannot distill and
re-refine used lubricants consisting of a combination
of petroleum and biodegradable lubricants. The
chemistry of these two categories of lubricants is too
dissimilar to permit the re-refining of any mixture of
these materials. Accordingly, mixing these lubricants
during collection and storage will cripple the state’s
used oil refineries. There is also no technology
commercially available today that can efficiently
separate the animal-and-plant-fat phase of the
mixture from the petroleum phase once they have
been commingled.”
NORA and its members pointed out that bio-lube
manufacturers should not assume that the existing
recycling system designed for used petroleum oils
could accommodate an entirely different form of
lubricants. In addition, because the specifications
of marine fuels specifically prohibits the inclusion
of bio-derived materials, the mixing of bio-based
used oil and petroleum-based used oil could
NORA
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be a devastating blow to DeMenno/Kerdoon’s
marine fuels market. Since California policy favors
re-refining, and California is the home of several
major re-refining facilities, the “green” scenario
envisioned by Assembly Member Bloom was not
really a rosy scenario.
Shortly after the NORA letter was circulated to
the key legislators, Assembly Member Bloom
requested that the Senate hearing on A.B. 628 be
cancelled and he took his bill off the legislative
calendar for consideration this year. While that
is very good news, NORA does not wish that A.B.
628 be dead and buried. NORA would like A.B. 628

to be re-refined and recycled and put to a higher
and better use. Specifically, NORA will request
that Assembly Member Bloom transform his bill
so that a life cycle analysis of used bio-based
lubricants will be launched. NORA and many of its
members participated in a multi-year (and multimillion dollar) life cycle analysis of California’s
management of used oil. NORA’s proposal is that
a new chapter of that study (a careful analysis of
the numerous recycling issues involving biobased used oil) be undertaken. Sounds pretty
reasonable. Who could be against that? Indeed, it
would be legislation that everyone could endorse.

Chris Harris can be reached at
gallating@aol.com or (406)
586-9903.

(800) 388-7242
tradebeusa.com
us.salesinfo@tradebe.com

For over 30 years, Tradebe
has focused on providing our
clients the highest quality
sustainable waste management
services, using the most
advanced technologies.
During 2013, we managed more than 2 million tons of waste, recycling
more than 60% of that waste into beneficial products and substitute fuels.
NORA
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ANTIFREEZE INDUSTRY

By: Dennis R. Kelly, Dober

Recycler’s Technical Perspective
What type of antifreeze (engine
coolant) is in your car or truck?
This question was a lot easier to
answer in years past.
Today, there is a wide variety
of chemistries that are used
in engine coolants to protect
the system from corrosion
and scale. Engine coolant
has evolved right along with
improvements in engine design
where lighter weight materials
and high efficiency system
components are being used.
With increasing pressure to
reduce emissions and improve
overall fuel economy, engine
manufacturers are using
aluminum as the material of
choice. These changes have
not occurred overnight. In fact,
since 1995, when General
Motors introduced OAT (Organic
Acid Technology) coolant
branded as Dexcool™ there has
been a consistent move away
from older, conventionally
inhibited technologies.

A

s the metallurgy in cooling systems has
evolved to the point where aluminum is
the primary alloy, so too has the coolant
chemistry to be more specific to protect modern
cooling systems. The days of “conventional green”
and “nitrite-silicate hybrids” as factory-fill coolant
have come and gone already. Although aftermarket
demand is still strong for these coolants for older
vehicles. When Ford and Chrysler switched from
hybrid coolant to OAT coolant in 2011 and 2013,
respectively; a turning point occurred in the
industry. This transition from hybrid to OAT coolant
as factory-fill was in fact sparked by problems
observed with compatibility of these coolants with
aluminum radiators manufactured using a specific
type of brazing compound.1

The coolant chemistry has become more
sophisticated not only to be compatible with new
aluminum systems and protect light weight alloys,
but also to protect these systems for a much longer
period of time. Conventional coolants typically
lasted 2 years in light-duty passenger cars before a
drain and refill was needed. The hybrid chemistries
improved on extending the service interval by
lasting 3-5 years while taking into account the
changes occurring in system metallurgy. Today,
OAT coolants have a much longer service interval,
lasting 6-11 years based on the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Coolant additive technologies can be put into three
main categories.
Conventional – This is sometimes referred to as
Inorganic Additive Technology (IAT). Corrosion
inhibition with traditional packages. Such
chemicals may include nitrite, nitrate, silicate,
borate, phosphate, molybdate, and azoles.

Dennis Kelly can be
reached at dkelly@
dobergroup.com or
(773) 343-7537
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Hybrid – These are packages that use an organic
acid as the primary corrosion inhibitor and also
heavily depend on various inorganic supplements
such as silicate, nitrate, phosphate, and molybdate.

Heavy-duty versions may contain nitrite. Three
substantial subcategories exist: American hybrids
may not use benzoate, a common organic acid in
European coolants, but a different organic acid
and otherwise look similar to conventional fullyformulated approaches. European styles rarely use
phosphate; Asian styles rarely use silicate and may
use multiple carboxylates in combination.
Organic Acid Inhibition – Packages that rely
primarily on carboxylic acids and azoles. They
generally do not contain silicate or borate.
Heavy-duty versions may also contain nitrite or
molybdate, or both, but they still fall in the OAT
family.
Technological advancements in coolant chemistry
were also brought about by a strong desire to
reduce the environmental impact of frequent drain
and refill intervals. The environmental impact of
“serviceable fluids” like antifreeze and lube oil is
driving a healthy industry devoted to recycling
these fluids in a responsible manner.
There are two important industry standards
governed by ASTM International for both recycled
and virgin engine coolants.
ASTM D3306 - Standard Specification for Glycol
Base Engine Coolant for Automobile and LightDuty Service.2
ASTM D6210 - Standard Specification for FullyFormulated Glycol Base Engine Coolant for HeavyDuty Engines.3
The ASTM specifications above do have
prerequisites in order to meet the standards
explicitly. For example, ASTM D3306 requires that
glycol recovered from used antifreeze must meet
the raw material quality specification ASTM E1177
prior to blending the finished engine coolant.
continued...
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Antifreeze Industry: Recycler’s Technical Perspective (continued)

Separate specifications do exist for engine coolants
prepared from recycled glycols that do not meet
the requirements established in specification ASTM
E1177.
ASTM D6471 -Standard Specification for Recycled
Prediluted Aqueous Glycol Base Engine Coolant (50
Volume % Minimum) for Automobile and LightDuty Service.
ASTM D6472 - Standard Specification for Recycled
Glycol Base Engine Coolant Concentrate for
Automobile and Light-Duty Service.
Recycled antifreeze has received some scrutiny
in the past as it was deemed inferior to “virgin”
products. However, that viewpoint has certainly
been shadowed by the great number of high
quality recycled antifreeze producers, today. Early
in the development of the recycled antifreeze
industry, it was true that “magic boxes” with
blinking lights were sold to shops as a do-ityourself solution to recycling and increasing
profitability. High quality recycled antifreeze
products are produced only by reclaiming the
glycol (freeze point depressant) and stripping all
contaminants and residual corrosion inhibitors
from the glycol. That glycol or glycol/water mixture
is then used as a raw material to formulate an
engine coolant that can perform as well as virgin
products.
Free markets offer lots of competition. As such,
there will always be variation in the quality of
products and producers in a particular market.
For example, a product that is reportedly made
from “virgin” materials may not meet industry
specifications and may have questionable
performance. The true question of quality is the
responsibility of individual companies to ensure
that the products they produce are governed by
a quality process. Most States in the US require
registration of antifreeze products. This helps

to ensure that consumers are protected and
the products meet at least a minimum quality
requirement. Remember, engine coolants are
performance-based products, not simply a colored
fluid that prevents damage due to freezing!
There are a couple of recurring questions in the
industry that affect both recycled and virgin
antifreeze producers.
Coolant Colors:
Why are there so many different colors and can
color be used to identify the coolant type? Using
color to identify a coolant can really only be useful
for OEM, factory-fill coolants. In the aftermarket,
there are simply too many variations for color to be
a useful determinant.
Compatibility:
Is a particular engine coolant “compatible” with
other coolants? This question is the source of
much debate that will likely continue. The industry
struggles to define “compatibility”, simply due
to a wide variety of methods used to “measure”
compatibility. It is generally accepted that different
coolant types not be mixed. For example, topping
off an OAT coolant with a conventional (IAT)
coolant should be avoided. Conventional and some
hybrid coolants are formulated to perform at a
high pH (typically 9.8 to 10.8). The high pH creates
a more stable formulation to keep inorganics, like
silicates for example from dropping out of solution.
Conversely, OAT coolants are designed to perform
at a lower pH (typically 8.0 to 9.0). Studies have
shown that mixing OAT coolants with alternative
OAT coolants, even if the composition varies, does
not have a detrimental effect on performance.
Similarly, mixing of hybrid with other hybrid
chemistries is generally acceptable. The same can
be said for mixing conventional chemistries.

continued...
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Antifreeze Industry: Recycler’s Technical Perspective (continued)

It is not surprising that the question of
compatibility becomes more complicated when
there is uncertainty about the type of coolants
that are being mixed. It is always best to follow
the recommendations of the vehicle manufacturer
by reviewing the owner’s manual. There is usually
a statement about mixing different coolants. For
example, the owner’s manual for the 2013 Nissan
Altima Sedan reads “This vehicle contains Genuine
NISSAN Long Life Antifreeze/Coolant (blue). The
life expectancy of the factory-fill coolant is 105,000
miles (168,000 km) or 7 years. Mixing any other
type of coolant or the use of non-distilled water
will reduce the life expectancy of the factory-fill
coolant.” It goes on to state that “when adding
or replacing coolant, be sure to use only Genuine
NISSAN Long Life Antifreeze/Coolant (blue) or
equivalent.”4
These statements appear to be well directed.
However, how does one determine if a coolant is
“equivalent”? Therein lies the source of confusion
that the industry is facing. Again, the important
thing to remember is avoid mixing different
coolant types.
Sometimes things happen! In a perfect world
coolants would never need topping-off and they
would never be mixed with other coolants. In
reality, these things happen and quite often.
According to TMC RP 338A, “mixing of coolants up
to 20% or less is of little concern.”5 This certainly
seems reasonable. In addition, laboratory studies
have shown that quality coolants will tolerate
some mixing and still perform well. After all, the
development of hybrid coolants was a blending
of conventional and OAT technologies. One should
understand that the best solution avoids mixing
coolants in great proportions.
What chemistries are recyclers using? It is always
a challenge to balance the number of products a
truck can carry with the available space. However,
a common product line offered in bulk or drum
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service includes four antifreezes; Conventional
(Green), Hybrid (Heavy-Duty), OAT (Light-Duty),
and OAT (Heavy-Duty). With this line up most
applications can be addressed.
Although the antifreeze industry has undergone
many changes in recent years, one thing is
clear. Antifreeze products formulated with the
latest engine coolant technologies are complex,
sophisticated fluids that offer high performance
and operate in much more demanding conditions.
REFERENCES:
1) Global Testing of Extended Service Engine
Coolants and Related Fluids: ASTM STP 1556,
E. R. Eaton, Ed., ASTM International, West
Conshohocken, PA 2014
2) ASTM Standard Specification for Glycol
Based Engine Coolant for Automobile and
Light-Duty Service, ASTM D3306-14, ASTM
International, West Conshohocken, PA USA
2014
3) ASTM Standard Specification for FullFormulated Glycol Based Engine Coolant for
Heavy-Duty Engines, ASTM D6210-10, ASTM
International, West Conshohocken, PA USA
2010
4) Altima Sedan Owner’s Manual, Nissan North
American, Inc., 2012
5) TMC RP338A, 2014, “Extended Service Interval
Coolants”, Technology and Maintenance
Council (TMC), American Trucking Association,
Washington, D.C.
6) Engine Coolant Testing: Fourth Volume, ASTM
STP 1335, R. E. Beal, Ed., ASTM International,
West Conshohocken, PA 1999
7) Engine Coolant Technologies: Fifth Volume,
ASTM STP 1491, W. N. Matulewicz, Ed., ASTM
International, West Conshohocken, PA 2008
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ADVERTISEMENT

Air Products: Investing in Hydrotreatment Capability
Air Products’ Hydrotreatment
Laboratory will be coming on-stream
in the next few months. Air Products
continues to focus on the growth
of the Waste Oil Refinery and use its
knowledge to support re-refiners.
Prior to the NORA annual meeting,
Air Products issued a press release
announcing the construction of a
new hydrotreatment laboratory. This
will enable companies with small
hydrotreaters, such as waste oil
recyclers, to perform tests on their
material before changing their larger
processes. Air Products will be able
to assist current hydrogen customers
as well as other hydrotreaters with
strategies to minimize their cost.
The new lab has the benefit of
multiple reactors, variable flow
and pressure capability, process
pressures up to 2000 psig and
flexible interconnection. Air Products
has gained a vast knowledge of

hydrotreatment through 50+ years
of supplying gases and technology
to purify new and different materials
in the crude oil industry. Simulating
various hydrotreatment processes in
the new lab, can help Air Products:
• Optimize hydrotreatment severity
for the specific set of waste oil
impurity and process conditions

Air Products team can help determine
how to use industrial gases more
effectively and efficiently. They
strive to assist their customers by
generating and now testing ideas
that can allow for safe and profitable
growth.
For more information, contact Tim
Lebrecht at lebrectd@airproducts.com

• Optimize oil to hydrogen ratio
• Understand waste oil impurities
and their effect on discoloration
and off-spec oil
• Identify differences in performance
between various catalsyts
Refiners will be able to test things
such as feedstock changes or
variation, a new catalyst or new
operating conditions before applying
the change within their process.

Hydrotreatment lab coming on-stream
soon to help Air Products customers
develop strategies to minimize costs.

Need hydrogen for recycling waste oil?
Air Products cryogenic hydrogen compressor system can give you:
• High pressure, high flow flexibility
• Lower capital expense
• Reduced operating costs through minimized vent losses
• Increased efficiency through load-following
1-610-706-4730
(mention code 5514)
© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2015 (38509)

tell me more

airproducts.com/H2N2

THE ROAD TO REFORM

An Update On NORA’s PCB/TSCA Reform Project
by Steve Shimberg

A

s previously reported,
NORA has been working
with EPA to address the problem
of PCBs in used oil. None of us
want PCBs in our used oil. We
have safeguards in place and
procedures to protect against
PCB contamination. But stuff
happens. And when it does,
current EPA rules and regulations
force us into an unnecessary,
wasteful and costly nightmare.
Too often, even when PCB
concentrations are below 50
ppm, the anti-dilution rule
makes all of the contaminated
oil unusable. We lose the value
of our product and we have to
pay someone else to destroy the
contaminated oil.
In recent months, NORA has
submitted a detailed proposal to
EPA and has met with both EPA
staff and senior management to
discuss our proposal. Everyone
we have met at EPA has shown
a real understanding of our
problems and a sincere interest
in working with us to solve them.
That is very good news for the
entire industry.
Our proposal to deal with the
anti-dilution rule is to create
a conditional exemption for
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NORA members who choose
to adopt Best Management
Practices for Prevention of PCB
Contamination. The exemption
would provide new options
for the management of PCB
contaminated used oil and,
as a general rule, allow use
of the oil in its “as found” PCB
concentration.
Our proposal would also deal
with the problem that EPA’s PCB
regulations do not specifically
recognize re-refining as an
appropriate management option
for PCB contaminated used oil.
To address that problem, we
have proposed that EPA include
re-refining as an approved
management option under
the conditional exemption.
That would give our members
additional options and tools to
deal with a PCB hit.
With perseverance and creativity,
the PCB/TSCA Reform Effort has
been breaking new ground and
building a path forward. The
wheels of government move
slower than we would like but
the good news is that they are
moving – and they are moving in
the right direction.
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HAS YOUR COMPANY CONTRIBUTED TO THE
2015 PCB/TSCA REFORM PROJECT?

$100,000
$90,000
$80,000

NORA continues to raise money for the
2015 PCB/TSCA Reform Project.

$70,000

Since the beginning of the year, NORA
has raised $76,050. In order to reach
our goal, NORA needs your help. The
association is asking for all members
to participate in this effort to fully
fund this vital project, and raise the
remaining $23,950.

$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000

Please contact the NORA Office at (703)
753-4277 or info@noranews.org to let
us know the amount you would like to
pledge.

$20,000
$10,000
$0

Thank you to those who have already donated:
NORA’s Match Program
Heritage - Crystal Clean:
Valicor Environmental Services:
Future Environmental Inc:
Vertex Energy Inc:
Universal Lubricants, LLC:
Usher Oil Company:
Environmental Specialists:
Luzon Oil Co., Inc:
Atlantic Industrial Services Inc.:
Environmental Energy, Inc.:
Akron Canton Waste Oil Company:
Lube-Tech Liquid Recycling, Inc.:
Arizona Waste Oil Services, Inc:
Valley Environmental Services LLC:
Nuset Industries, Inc.:
Clean Green:

$30,000
$15,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$2,500
$2,500
$2,500
$1,800
$1,500
$1,500
$1,000
$750
$500
$500
$500
$500

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

AUTOMOTIVE SUPPORT SERVICES

• HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

• WASTE SERVICES

• ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCTION INCLUDING
SERVICE STATION INSTALLATIONS

• GAS TRAP AND SEPARATOR CLEANING

• SITE REMEDIATION (INCLUDING LICENSED SITE
PROFESSIONAL [MA 309 CMR 2.00] SERVICES)

• ANTIFREEZE REMOVAL

• PARTS WASHERS
• OIL FILTER RECYCLING

• 24/7/365 EMERGENCY RESPONSE

• ABSORBENT PAD RECYCLING & SALES

• LABORATORY SERVICES

• BULK ANTIFREEZE & WINDSHIELD
WASHER FLUID SALES

• PCB CLEAN-UP, TRANSPORTATION AND DISPOSAL
• LAB PACK SERVICES
• INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SPILL RESPONSE
1-800-242-5818 in Mass.
1-800-622-6365 outside Mass.
1-800-899-1038 Waste Oil Removal
www.cynenv.com
STOUGHTON
781-341-1777

STOUGHTON
781-341-5108
DOVER, NH
603-749-4969

MAINE
Clean Fuels
207-872-9699
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ANTIFREEZE RECYCLING

Technology Update
Written by Drew Frye

“Recycling” can describe anything
from a cosmetic polish to extensive
remanufacturing; the right process meets
the needs of the user and the economics of
the times, and both change. 25 years ago
antifreeze was green concentrate, diluted
with whatever water was available, and the
old stuff went down the drain. Recycling
processes were often crude; simple filtration
and a dose of fresh additives. Applicable
standards were few; the ASTM specification
and most OEMs specifically forbade recycled
coolants. Today, automative coolant life
expectancies have increased from 25,000
miles to 100,000 miles, chemistries have
evolved, and only systems that produce
virgin-grade glycols meet even basic
requirements. ASTM defines fully reprocessed
coolants within the same standards as virgin,
greatly expanding market acceptance, but
also raising the technology bar. Back-of- the
truck and bathtub recycling are gone forever,
replaced by more complex, and expensive
systems...and that is a good thing.

Physical Treatment.
Early recycling process resembled oily
wastewater treatment. Oil was separated,
followed by a pH adjustment to precipitate
heavy metals and scale, and filtration for
clarification. While this does not produce
acceptable coolant, many systems include
chemical pretreatment to impove equipment
reliability and the performance of later steps;
all membrane systems and some distillation
systems will otherwise foul within days,
and certain contaminants may pass through.
More robust distillation systems require
only rudimentary settling, and oil removal,
avoiding the pretreatment expense.

Vacuum Distillation.
The basic premise is that most contaminants
in used antifreeze have boiling points
considerably higher than ethylene glycol
(the base ingredient in engine coolants and
the only part that is reusable), and that if
vaporized, only clean glycol and water will
pass over. Evaporation is performed under
vacuum to reduce the boiling point and
reduce thermal decomposition.
Because the used AF is typically less than
50% glycol, the initial portion of each batch
must be discarded (water boils off first),
along with a 3-4% contained glycol. Still
bottoms (about 5%) are typically disposed of
by landfill or waste-to-energy.
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Vacuum Distillation
with Fractionation.
In this technology, the vapors produced
in the vacuum distillation evaporator
are introduced into a separation tower
containing either packing or trays, a small
amount of condensate (water) is returned
to the top to produce rain (reflux), and a
small amount of heat is introduced in the
bottom to induce steam stripping (reboil).
Numerous evaporation and condensation
cycles within the column product bottom
glycol that is <2% water and a top that is
distillate <0.5 % glycol. While the column
and related controls introduce some
additional complexity and capital expense,
there are few moving parts and very little
maintenance on this section. In addition to
removing water from the glycol—the glycol
specification ASTM E 1177 allows only 0.5
% water—the process also removes many
important volatile contaminants, including
ammonia, alcohols, petroleum solvents,
and some odors. The basic engine coolant
specification (ASTM D3306), from which all
OEM standards derive, requires that coolants
be blended using E 1177 glycol.
The distillate water contains contaminants
(ammonia, alcohols) and cannot be used to
formulate coolants. Simple carbon treatment
allows reused in the cooling tower or POTW
disposal. Blend water used to make coolants
must meet ASTM requirements (D 3306.4.6)
and is typically RO treated tap water.
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Membranes.

Post Treatment.

Ancillary equipment.

The basic principle is one of size and charge
exclusion; if particle, molecule, or ion is too
large or caries significant charge (divalent
ions such as calcium) it will be rejected.
While true RO membranes can remove all
ions from water, the membranes used for
antifreeze recycling are actually slightly more
course nano membranes; the pores must
be large enough to pass ethylene glycol,
limiting contaminant removal capabilities.
As a result, post treatment with DI resin (see
below) and carbon is obligatory. Additionally,
because of the many small passages in
membrane modules and the dependence
on small pores, any glitch in pre-treatment
and certain polymeric contaminants can
ruin membranes very quickly, impacting
reliability and economics. Regular chemical
cleaning is required.

While these processes may produce
compliant glycol without further treatment,
nearly all recyclers polish the glycol through
one or more additional steps to increase
purity, improve aesthetic qualities, and
provide some back-up quality control. These
steps include:
• Fixed Bed Carbon. Color, odor, and
certain organic impurities are reduced
by slow contact with appropriate
carbon, typically a 10x40 mesh coconut
shell carbon and a residence time of
a few hours. Do not use acid washed
carbon; hydrochloric acid is used to
remove metal contaminants, leaving a
chloride residual, which has tight limitis
in finished coolants. Do recycle the first
volume as a rinse (fines and anion/
cation contamination), and filter 1
micron to catch remaining fines.
• Deionization Resin. Mixed beds further
reduce nitrate, borate, chloride and
silicate as to required for certain
formulations. However, if used to
remove more than a few ppm of these
ions, the bed life will be very short. DI
beds can be self-regenerated or leased
on an exchange program.

In addition to the process equipment, there
are supporting equipment needs:
• Tankage. Includes used antifreeze,
process wastes, blend water, glycol, and
blended products.
• Laboratory for basic quality control.
Coolant derived from recycled antifreeze
goes in customer vehicles for periods up
to 5 years; off-specification product can
cause real damage. The glycol must be
tested during and after production, and
fingerprint tests confirm that coolants
have been properly blended.
• Transportation. Used AF collection
and delivery of at least 4 formulated
products.

Because membrane process do not increase
the concentration of the feed, concentrate
glycol must be purchased to boost the
final product. Additionally, about 15-20%
of the feed is rejected by the membrane;
fortunately, this waste stream is recyclable
by vacuum distillation processesors.

What technology is best for you?
Talk to technology vendors and hear their story. Within each basic technology there are many variations on the market, each with compromises
and advantages. Contact NORA members and see how they feel about their choice. However, we see several macro trends. Distillation has
become far more popular than membrane processing because it is easier to understand, more tolerant of feed variation, and generally more
reliable in operation; a single contaminated feed batch is unlikely to cause equipment damage, though it can plug up and or produce off-spec
product. Fractionation to produce concentrate, originally popular because of its ability to produce the concentrate the market demanded 25
years ago, may be coming back; it reduces transportation costs for larger recyclers, removes volatile contaminates (ammonia), and delivers
compliance with ASTM E1177 and D 3306 (pre-dilutes do not technically comply with D 3306). The down side is increased capital cost.
However, with improved technologies come improved products and increased market access, and that spells a bright future for recycling.
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SURPRISE INSPECTION
How Should You Handle It?
COURTESY OF MARY KOKS, MUNSCH HARDT KOPF & HARR, P.C.

The following is a basic outline
on what to do if environmental
regulators show up at the
facility for a surprise inspection/
investigation. Most of these
investigations arise from
whistleblower complaints by
disgruntled prior employees,
neighboring landowners reported
spills or from inconsistencies in
reporting filed with the agencies
that raise red flags. There is
also a difference between the
routine inspections and criminal
investigations.

Mary Koks can be reached
at (713) 222-4030 or
mkoks@munsch.com.
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1) One person should be designated as the
person who will be responsible for handling
the investigation/inspection. Usually this is
the EH&S officer. There should be a second
person designated in case the primary person
is unavailable. How the matter is handled
depends in large part on what the issue is.
So, the designated person should attempt to
determine if it is a routine inspection (much less
significant), a response to a spill, a follow up to
a prior investigation, or a criminal inspection
(the most significant). Either way, remain
professional and call counsel immediately.
2) Obtain the name, title, and business card for
each regulator who shows up. Find out the
basis for the inspection/investigation. If it is
a criminal investigation, make sure outside
counsel is called and tell the officers that you
want counsel present for the investigation.
3) Make sure that someone is with the officers
the entire time they are at the facility. Do not
let them wander around alone. If possible,
take them only to the area under investigation
and not on a facility-wide tour (unless it is a
regularly-scheduled inspection). It is always a
good idea to take photos (or better yet a video)
of exactly what the officers are doing while they
are there, so that there can be no argument
about it later. Plus, this prevents “vigilante”
tactics.
4) If there is a demand for documents, you have
to be careful. If it is a regularly scheduled
inspection, or an investigation based on a
spill response, normally you should give them
whatever documents they request. Keep in
mind, that no matter what kind of inspection
it is, you should have all of your environmental
documents backed up on a hard drive and/
or a flash drive. That way they have no reason
to seize your computers. If it is a criminal
inspection, however, they are not supposed to

seize anything (documents or samples) without
a search warrant, and you do have the right to
refuse to hand over records without a search
warrant. If they have a search warrant, make
a copy of it along with any affidavit from an
individual that supports the warrant. Again,
tell the regulators that you would like counsel
to look at the search warrant to guide you on
what to produce (i.e. to make sure that it is not
crafted so broadly that they get every document
in your system). If you do produce documents,
you should keep a log of exactly what you have
produced. You can request that the documents
be scanned and bates labeled before they’re
turned over. It is best if one person is the
“custodian of the records” on what was taken,
and what may later be requested. If privileged
documents are withheld – keep a log of what
those documents are.
5) If the regulators want to take samples, either
request that they provide split samples, or you
take samples of the same material. Do not wait
because rain, time delays, etc. can change the
characteristics of the samples. Again, if it is a
criminal search warrant, the authority to take
samples, and the sampling locations should be
listed in the warrant.
6) Interrogation of employees – Do not idly chat
with the regulators. Answer their specific
questions only. If the interrogation occurs at the
plant, tell the regulators that you want counsel
present during the investigation. Make sure
that either counsel or some other officer of the
company is in the interrogation so that there
is no opportunity for “brow-beating” the lone
witness. Ask that the interrogation be taped.
When the interrogation is complete, have a
debriefing meeting with the employee, and
outside counsel as soon as possible after the
interrogation, so that the witness’s recollection
is fresh.
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7) Generate a list of which employees the
government is likely to speak with based on the
subject matter of the investigation and meet
with them ahead of time to go over the scope
of the investigation and their rights when being
interrogated.
8) Ask for an exit interview – what was the
purpose of the investigation, what issues were
found, did they find any violations (or when will
they notify you if any violations were found), go
over a list of the items seized. Determine what
follow up will need to be done, and what are
the “next steps”.

CUSTOM NOTICE FOR EMPLOYEES

Available Online For NORA Members

Download a customizable document to post in order to
guide employees in handling any onsite investigation,
subpoena, demand for records, or request for sampling
by a Governmental Agency. Visit www.noranews.org
> Members Only Resource Center > Documents and
Reports > Business Documents.

Continental Refining Company
now accepts transmix. Transmix is
produced when refined petroleum
products gasoline and diesel are
mixed together. Once these
refined products are combined the
combination no longer meets the
approved refined fuel guidelines,
this combined product cannot be
used as a finished fuel. CRC has
developed a processing unit that
refines transmix back into gasoline
and diesel. CRC is able to recycle
fuel and offer wholesalers, jobbers
and environmental companies a
solution for their mixed fuel
problems.
CRC is capable of processing up
to 5,500 barrels per day refined
products.
Transmix is accepted in the facility
Monday thru Friday 8 AM until 3
PM. Each load of transmix brought
into the facility is tested for CRC
fuel specification guidelines.
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www.continentalrefiningco.com
Somerset, Kentucky | (606) 679-6301
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Classic
USED OIL GENERATORS
by Vern Parker

one with a six-cylinder engine developing 95
horsepower. The advertised base price on such a
vehicle was $739.
To help the engine breathe both sides of the engine
hood were ventilated with three sets of louvers.
Mounted atop the engine is the oil bath air cleaner.
The sporty Oldsmobile rides on 6.50x16-inch white
sidewall tires supporting the car on a 115-inch
wheelbase. Each wheel is dressed up with trim
rings.

1936
Oldsmobile
Sport Coupe

By 1936 Oldsmobile had been producing a wide
variety of models for the better part of four
decades.
Records indicate that one of the more than 200,000
Oldsmobiles of all models manufactured in 1936
was an “F” series Sport Coupe with a rumble seat.
During the next 78 years six different owners took
care of the car through good times and bad. All six
owners lived in Pennsylvania.
Then, after a through restoration, the car in
October 2014 was taken to an antique car show
and put up for sale.
That is where Randy Denchfield first saw the
beautifully restored three-window Oldsmobile
Sport Coupe. Denchfield, has long been attracted
to three window coupes regardless of pedigree.
A lengthy discussion with the owner took place
inside the Oldsmobile because of a passing rain
shower. Denchfield gave the owner a cash deposit.
The next weekend Denchfield drove to Scranton,
PA., pulling a trailer. He claimed his 3,054-pound
prize, becoming the seventh owner, and towed it
home to Chevy Chase, MD.
Since he now has more time to thoroughly inspect
his Oldsmobile Sport Coupe he has found no
surprises, unpleasant or otherwise. He has learned
that Oldsmobile built 2,838 cars like his, each
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Because this car is equipped with a rumble seat
instead of a trunk the spare tire is mounted
vertically inside the cabin in a compartment
behind the passenger seat. Behind the driver’s seat
is another compartment where the jack and tools
are stored. Both compartments are conveniently
out of sight.
Oldsmobile designers addressed the lack of cargo
space on this model by installing a luggage rack
on the rear of the car which can be folded close to
the car when not in use. When the rack is in the
horizontal position it can accommodate a small
steamer trunk.
Both side of the car have rubber covered running
boards but Denchfield finds that entering and
exiting the cozy cabin is easier by stepping over
the running board. Once inside the cabin the
craftsmanship of the restorer is evident from top
to bottom. Denchfield marvels at the attention to
details.
Although the needle on the speedometer is ready
to climb to 100 miles per hour Denchfield doubts
that his car has ever come close to such a speed, “It
won’t go over 60, I’m sure,” Denchfield says.
Steering the car requires some muscle and
determination to turn the shoulder-wide banjospoke steering wheel.
The task of stopping the car is made easier because
it is equipped with hydraulic brakes.
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The three-speed manual transmission is shifted
through the gears via the gear shift lever sprouting
from the floor.
Inserting the key into the ignition slot on the
dashboard is required but that alone will not start
the Oldsmobile. The starter, located above the
accelerator pedal, must be stepped upon.
Ventilation is provided by the cowl ventilator and
both doors also have enormous vent windows
which car be cranked open to direct air into the
cabin.

Not anywhere near the two-piece, 10-inch high,
windshield can a defroster vent be located.
However, under the passenger side of the
dashboard is a two-door heater.
Located in the center of the dashboard near the
ignition, cigarette lighter and throttle is the AM
radio.
Regarding what he calls his coffee and cream
Oldsmobile Denchfield happily reports, “It looks as
good underneath as on the top.”

11 NEW MEMBERS JOIN NORA SINCE LAST ISSUE OF LIQUID RECYCLING
COMPANY.......................................................CONTACT.........................LOCATION............................ PHONE
Advance Fuel Technologies & Environmental Services............ Jorge Perez.........................................Jupiter, Florida................................ (844) 238-3835
American Recovery L.L.C.............................................................. Dwight Daigle....................................Houma, Louisiana........................... (985) 879-4002
Coreven Processing....................................................................... Spencer Robert..................................The Woodlands, Texas..................... (832) 482-4594
E & E Technologies......................................................................... Tom Murray........................................Dallas, Texas.................................... (940) 360-8790
Graymills......................................................................................... Thomas Kucklick.................................Chicago, Illinois............................... (773) 477-4100
MemPore Corp............................................................................... Alan Fox.............................................Nepean, Ontario............................... (613) 823 9125
Mobius Logistics LLC...................................................................... Edward Hall........................................Winter Park, Florida........................ (407) 212-9445
PFL................................................................................................... Curtis Chandler...................................Naples, Florida................................ (239) 390-2885
Reinca, S.A...................................................................................... Bertha Echeverri.................................San Pedro Sula.............................. (504) 9979-9843
Rice Oil & Environmental.............................................................. David Charlton...................................Akron, Ohio..................................... (330) 376-4157
VTA GmbH & Co., KG....................................................................... Bob Schavey.......................................Rock Hill, South Carolina................. (803) 980-2882

INDUSTRY CALENDAR
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2015 NORA CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
November 11-14, 2015 • Orlando, FL
www.noranews.org > Events

2016 NORA WINTER MEETING
February 17-19, 2016 • San Antonio, Texas
www.noranews.org > Events
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SUPPLIER/VENDOR

SPOTLIGHT
DOBER

MEMBER SINCE 2004
How is your company
connected to the industry?
Dober’s Cooling System Division
(CSD) develops innovative
anti-corrosion and anti-scaling
chemistries for heavy duty diesel
and light duty gasoline engine
cooling systems, which include
environmentally-friendly options
for recycled antifreeze producers.
Dober is focused on technology
leadership, we are active
members of many industry
organizations, and participate
in standardization decisions
that make it easier for our
products to be used safely by
filtration companies, antifreeze
and coolant blenders, recycled
antifreeze blenders and heat
transfer fluid blenders.
What products/services does
Dober provide to the industry?
We provide high-performance
and cost-effective chemical
formulations, and specialize
in additive chemistries. Our
products include:
•
•
•
•
•
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Antifreeze Additives / Coolant
Blending Syrups
Supplemental Coolant
Additives (SCA’s)
Water Treatment Chemicals
Cooling Systems Cleaners
Heat Transfer Fluid Additives
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What value do you find in
NORA membership to expand
your business opportunities?
NORA offers an ideal forum
for networking with antifreeze
recyclers and discussing the
most important issues facing the
industry.
How do your products
assist NORA members in the
antifreeze recycling industry
or other segments?
After the glycol has been
reclaimed from used antifreeze,
a high quality antifreeze product
can be made by blending the
glycol with water and Dober
additives. Using Dober additives
offers the antifreeze blender
consistent quality, easy blending
with single syrup formulations,
and unmatched technical and
product support. Our product
development emphasizes high
performance chemistry, coolant
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stability, and the control of
scale formation due to hard
water minerals and other
contaminants. ASTM specified
testing is completed on-site
in our performance test lab
complex, which is staffed by a
team of chemists and PhDs with
over a century of combined
experience.
What are the biggest
challenges and opportunities
you see facing the antifreeze
recycling industry over the
next five years?
The outlook is good for the
recycled antifreeze industry.
With an increased acceptance
of high quality recycled
antifreeze and growing support
for environmentally sound
initiatives, opportunities are
plentiful. The challenge will be
for the industry to recycle more
spent antifreeze. Currently,
only about 12% is collected

of the annual 225,000,000
gallons of antifreeze sold each
year in the US. For the industry
to grow beyond the current
volume, stronger initiatives to
collect more used antifreeze are
needed.

“NORA offers
an ideal forum
for networking
with antifreeze
recyclers and
discussing the
most important
issues facing the
industry. “
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NORA SUPPLIER/VENDOR DIRECTORY

NORA Supplier/Vendor Members in good standing as of 7/7/15. Companies in bold have an ad in this magazine. Companies in red
italics are exhibiting at the 2015 NORA Conference & Trade Show as of 7/7/15. Companies with a $ are part of the NORA $ave program
by offering discounts/value added services to NORA members. Contact NORA to learn more about the NORA $ave program.

A. E. Rosica & Co.
brosica@aerosica.com
(703) 405-6278
Investment Banking

Accurate Energy
paul@accurate-energy.com
(302) 947-9560
Accurate-Energy specializes in providing
recycled fuel oil products, environmental
services, and creative market approaches for
customers who require exceptional service
and value.

American Testing Technologies
stacyl@americantestingtechnologies.com
(877) 634-9906
We provide a full range of analytical services
to petroleum suppliers and users. With over
25 years experience, we offer the highest
quality testing of oils, fuels, biofuels, waters,
waste, and hazardous waste. Most tests are
completed within 24 hours.

AMF-Nano
rakeshk@amfnano.com
Lube oil sensors

Air Products & Chemicals
lebrectd@airproducts.com
(610) 481-8388
Air Products is the global leader in hydrogen
production and services. Additionally, Air
Products provides atmospheric gases such as
nitrogen, oxygen, & argon, and technology
to enable customers to become more
productive, energy efficient and sustainable.

Argus Media
chloe.bazille@argusmedia.com
(713) 429-6343
Argus Base Oils provides weekly base oils
spot prices, posted prices, and market
analysis for all the key markets globally as
well as valuable price analytics information
on base oil premiums to VGO, crude, and
gasoil.

Amchem Inc.
craig@amcheminc.com
(903) 236-0138
Chemical Distribution

ATEK Access Technologies
mmurray@atekcompanies.com
(763) 553-7700
TankScan is a technology leader in wireless
level monitoring solutions for light industrial
liquid tanks. TankScan data is used to
optimize delivery routes, enhance customer
service, and provide global inventory
management
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Automotive Fluid Recycling, LLC
rustyp@autofluidrecycling.com
(904) 222-1174
Reclamation of auto fluids to Include oil;
Gasoline; Antifreeze

Baheth Research & Dev Labs, Ltd
m.a.baaheth@baahethresearch.com
(251) 345-1060
Scientific Research/Chemical Analytical
Testing

BASE Engineering Inc.
a.hale@baseng.com
(506) 635-2280
Radio Remote Controls for Industrial Tanks

Bedford Industries, Inc
david@bedfordindustries.com
(800) 848-8228
Manufacture a full line of oil filter crushers,
drum crushers, and oil filter balers. On the
market since 1989, the OBERG filter Crusher
has stood the test of time.

Blend Tech, Inc
kughn@blendtech.biz
(888) 869-4827
Antifreeze inhibitor sales, chemical sales,
antifreeze fortifiers, technical support,
laboratory testing and analysis. Seminar
training for fluids, including antifreeze.
Antifreeze recycling consulting.
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Bright Technologies a Division of Sebright
Products, Inc.
alex@sebrightproducts.com
(800) 253-0532
Bright Technologies a division of Sebright
Products, Inc., manufactures Oil Filter
recycling equipment along with other
recycling equipment for dewatering and
solidification of wet materials. Such as belt
filter presses,conveyors,extruders,densifiers.

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company, LLC
ekaplan@bglco.com
(216) 920-6634
Investment Banking Firm

Brown Industrial Inc
craig@brownindustrial.com
(937) 693-3838
Technology leading custom designers &
manufacturers of trailers & truck bodies for
the rendering, oil filter recovery & recycling
industries.

Build-All Corporation
rberg@build-all.com
(800) 558-2148
Manufacturer of parts washers and
degreasing equipment.

Cambridge Risk Management
rmangiapane@gmail.com
(734) 341-7245
Environmental Strategist

Catalyst Trading Co, LTD
rgarcia@resalecatalyst.com
(713) 926-6078
Hydrotreating Fresh Catalyst, Regen Catalyst,
Pre-Sulfided Catalyst, Silica & Phosphorus
materials,Reactor toppings, Ceramic
support products, screening, recycled
ceramic support, High Alumina support, repackaging, and acquisition of spent catalysts.

Ready to Eliminate Guesswork from

Waste Oil Collections?
Recycle your old way of measuring oil with
TankScan – the wireless tank level data solution
Ready to take your customer service to the next level?
TankScan® wireless level-monitoring lets you accurately monitor oil levels
in multiple tanks, across multiple sites. There’s no guesswork. No overfills.
No weekend calls. Get TankScan and get real time access to the data you need
to optimize customer service and ensure your ongoing supply of used oil.

www.TankScan.com
NORA
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877-847-SCAN
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ChemChamp North America Corp.
alex.richert@chemchamp.com
(613) 594-3337
Recycling parts cleaner, attachable recyclers
to solvent recyclers and paint gun cleaning
equipment.

Chemical Engineering Partners
harrison.phillips@ceptechnology.com
(949) 440-8317
Chemical Engineering partners (CEP)
provides used oil re-refining design and
technology to clients worldwide. CEP is a
global leader in licensing state of the art
re-refining technology and hydrotreating
processes, with over 10 plants operating
worldwide.
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Citamora Processes Inc.
gmarquez@citamora.com
(305) 725-2805
Citamora develops innovative solutions
to recycle used oils into high quality fuels,
lubricants and other products. We deploy
easy to use, low cost technologies to
maximize process yields & product quality,
generating a strong return on investment.

Crystal Flash Materials Solutions
daveg@crystalflash.com
(800) 875-4851
CFE specializes in handling your toughest
customer service or material handling
requests. Utilizing our vast network of
resources including the Heritage Family of
Companies, we can find value solutions to
your most challenging needs.

Cradon Energy, Ltd.
jsc@cradon.com
(713) 521-1777
Buy, sell and trade petroleum products.

Cuda Aqueous Parts Washers
lisa.mcarthur@karcherna.com
(888) 319-0882
Cuda manufactures automatic parts washers
that are aqueous based, eliminating the
need for harmful cleaning solvents. Cuda
parts washers provide a safe, efficient and
timesaving solution to cleaning parts.
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DesertMicro
barryg@desertmicro.net
(904) 247-4285
DesertMicro provides management
software for oil waste, recovery and recycled
industry. PetrolManager provides detailed
history, extensive billing options, container
tracking, lab results, profiling, routing and
dispatching.

Dexsil Corporation
$
ckopylec@dexsil.com
(203) 288-3509
On-site test kits that are quick and easy
to use, affording the user an economical
advantage over time-consuming and costly
laboratory methods. Products detect chlorine
contamination in used oil, organic chlorine in
wastewater, and more.
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Dober
dkelly@dobergroup.com
(773) 343-7537
Full service chemical manufacturer
specializing in antifreeze additives, oil
treatment, wastewater treatment, boiler
water treatment, and cooling water
treatment.

Dolphin Centrifuge
sales@dolphincentrifuge.com
(248) 522-2573
Dolphin Centrifuge specializes in Centrifuge
based Oil Recovery Systems. Our systems are
primarily built around New & Reconditioned
Alfa Laval Centrifuges. Complete modules
include Hi-Speed Disc Centrifuges, Automatic
PLC Controls, Feed Pumps, Heaters etc

EconoHeat Inc.
sales@econoheat.com
(800) 255-1363
Waste Oil Burning Equipment

Ecosorb International Inc.
lsvoboda@ecosorb.com
(713) 413-1173
Environmentally Friendly Absorbents
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Emulsions Control Inc
drsam.delchad@emulsionsonline.com
(619) 656-8899
Demulsifiers for waste oil and antifreeze,
clarifiers for oily wastewater, polymers,
consulting/training services.

EnergyLogic
dnewburry@energylogic.com
(615) 471-5221
EnergyLogic manufactures and sells used oil
furnaces and boilers, less than 500,000 Btu/
hour in size.

Enevo, Inc.
markku.lento@enevo.com
(202) 813-2213
Enevo provides innovative fill level
monitoring and reporting solutions;
complete end-to-end services that are easy
and enjoyable to use, while saving money,
grey hairs and CO2.

Environmental Resource Associates
eragortze@comcast.net
(508) 428-6282
Exclusive representative of Oil Eater Cleaner
Degreaser and full line of Absorbent Products
including our new line of Natural Absorbents
for NORA members. Products include:
degreasers, cleansers, truck wash, aqueous
parts washers, absorbent pads and more.

FLOTTWEG CENTRIFUGES
AND SYSTEMS
for the oil, gas and
petrochemical industries
all over the world
• drilling mud control and barite recovery
• separation of emulsions
• slop oil processing
• waste oil recovery
• oil tank cleaning equipment
• highest operating safety for
explosion proof zone 1 or zone 2
Maximize recovery and profit – take advantage of
our expertise and many years of experience.

Envitech Inc.
abartocci@envitechinc.com
(619) 223-9925
Envitech is a leading supplier of air pollution
control systems. We specialize in acid gas and
particulate control from industrial processes.
Our systems include packed bed absorbers,
wet electrostatic precipitators, and high
efficiency Venturi scrubbers.

Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
esweeney@flottweg.net
(203) 838-6120
Decanter, Tricanter, and Separator
Centrifuges for oil, water, solids separation.

Fluid Solutions GmbH
k.mohme@fluid-solutions.de
(49) 40 534307-0
We are a professional engineering & plant
supplier for lube oil/grease production/
waste oil re-refining technology. With high
standard plasma tube reactor, we offer a
perfect recycling process from waste oil to
base oil & elimination of PCB contamination.

Fountain Industries LLC
bdea@ftnllc.com
(800) 328-3594
Fountain Industries LLC is proud to be an
industry leading US manufacturer with
complete product coverage of aqueous and
solvent type parts washers in all capacities
including spray cabinets and other speciality
products.

Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc. • 10700 Toebben Drive • Independence, KY 41051 • USA
Phone 859-448-2300 • Fax 859-448-2333 • sales@flottweg.net • www.flottweg.com
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GEA Group
william.dechiara@gea.com
(281) 465-7900
Centrifuges-disc type and decanters for the
purification of used oil and/or wastewater.
Biodiesel-separator and decanters used in
Biodiesel Process.

General Combustion Corp
mhoward@gencor.com
(407) 290-6000
Manufacturer of the HY-WAY brand thermal
fluid heaters and pre-heaters for recycled oil.
Jacketed piping, pumps, tanks, & burners for
processing industries, terminals & recycled
oil as well as other products.

Geophia, LLC
peter.gilmore54@gmail.com
(704) 502-8287
Absorption materials.

Graymills
tkucklick@graymills.com
(773) 477-4100
Parts Cleaning Manufacturers

GTI
sgephart@gti-e.com
(973) 630-0990
Buyers of off specification fuels, co-products,
by-products, excess inventory, outdated/
expired chemical and fuel products. Virgin
and secondary chemicals import and export.
Efficient logistic solutions via truck and rail
nationwide. Project financing.

Houlihan Lokey
ssergeant@hl.com
(212) 497-4275
Investment bank providing range of advisory
services: M&A; debt/equity financing,
valuation, restructuring. Environmental
Services industry deals include sale of
Siemens HS to FCC Environmental, Thermo
Fluids to Heckmann and Safety-Kleen to
Clean Harbors.

Husky Corporation
dwieda@husky.com
(636) 825-7200
Husky Corporation® serves the lube and
industrial market with BJE® oil filter crushers,
tank monitors, gauges, and overfill alarms
and accessories. In addition, through enevo,
we offer a web enabled electronic liquid level
measurement system via cellular technology.

Weatherford Engineered
Chemistry is now a part
of Lubrizol
We offer chemical solutions for:
• Used oil demulsification
• Industrial wastewater treatment
• Antifreeze recycling
• Hydrogen-sulfide (H2S) scavengers
• Industrial cleaners and solvents
• Metalworking fluids
For information on Lubrizol’s engineered
solutions, call Bryan Gray at 812-499-8408
or visit www.lubrizol.com.

© 2015 The Lubrizol Corporation.
All rights reserved. 15-0091
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Hydrodec of North America, LLC
michael.pitcher@hydrodec.com
(330) 454-8202 x102
Used transformer oil re-refiner. Hydrodec
collects, manages and processes used
naphthenic transformer oil up to 2000 ppm
PCB content. Hydrodec offers competitive
pricing for your <50 ppm and >50 ppm PCB
used oil.

IHS Global Inc.
blake.eskew@ihs.com
(303) 790-0600
IHS is the leading research and consulting
company to the global energy industry. IHS
acquired Purvin & Gertz in November 2011,
adding Purvin & Gertz’ strengths in the
petroleum refining, lubricants and base oil
industries.

InCon Process Systems - GIG Karasek GmbH
rscully@ips-gigk.com
(630) 305-8556
Offering 20 years experience in Used Oil
distillation systems. Our clients range from
fuel blenders wishing to upgrade to cleaner
fuel or base oils and seek Modular Plants.
Major clients upgrade to GIG Karasek Wiped
Film Technology.

Innovative Resource Management
ned.foster@the-irm.com
Buyer of distressed petroleum byproducts,
co-products, surplus petrochemicals. We
find value in materials that many consider
a waste such as tank crude bottoms, heavy
oils, pcb impacted fuel or oils, sludge, spent
glycols and more.
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International Treatment Chemicals, LLC
curtis.ellis@intltreatchem.com
(812) 425-0989
We offer a full line of Demulsifiers, Waste
Water Treatment Chemicals, Cleaners,
Degreasers and Environmentally Safe Green
Chemistry.

J. Smith Lanier & Co.
mfox@jsmithlanier.com
(229) 883-2424
Insurance/Risk Management Services

Jaxon Filtration
james@jaxonfiltration.com
(706) 675-3996
Filtration Equipment, Media, Custom
Elements

Keteca USA, Inc.
kparks@ketecausa.com
(602) 278-7789
Offers alternatives to dangerous cleaning
chemicals & high performance cleaning
solutions with low V.O.C. emissions.
Industrial parts & pressure washing, cnc
sump & machine, offshore & land production
tank & vessel, rig and frac tank cleaning
solutions.

KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc.
rmacdonald@key.com
(216) 689-4445
Financial advisory.

Kline & Company, Inc.
ian.moncrieff@klinegroup.com
(973) 615-3680

LABCAL SERVICES INC.
jscholes@lcs-llc.com
(281) 474-1334
LabCal Services is a full-service, independent,
analytical laboratory specializing in
petroleum, petrochemical, environmental,
water, soil, and bio fuels. We offer a complete
battery of standard test methods, from
gravities to the most complex methods.

Lamb Fuels, Inc
cynthia@lambfuels.com
(678) 525-6889
Buyers of recyclable fuels. Gas. Diesel. Jet.
Avgas.

LCI Corporation
jhorton@lcicorp.com
(704) 398-7844
Thin-film evaporation and short path
distillation.

Lone Wolf Development Company LLC
johnson.eric.69@gmail.com
(217) 280-0959
Fuel Buyer
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Lubrizol
bryan.gray@lubrizol.com
(812) 499-8408
Demulsifiers for used oil treatment,
wastewater treatment chemicals, metal
precipitants, industrial cleaners, antifreeze
recycling chemicals, hydrogen sulfide &
mercaptan scavengers, and consulting.
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MCC Chemicals, Inc.
michael.saleeby@mccchemicals.com
(713) 360-4885
Demulsifiers, Corrosion/scale/Parrafffin/
Wax/Asphaltene Inhibitors, Flow Improvers,
PPD, H2S/Iron Oxide/Oxygen Scavengers,
Degreasers,absorbants, Drilling Fluids,
Chemical Dosing Skids, Portable chemical
laboratories, Produced Water Filtration Units
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CC20 Eccentric Disc
Truck Pump

The Meadows Group
will@themeadowsgroup.com
(713) 647-9878
Chemical distributor with an emphasis on
wide spec and byproduct solvents.

MemPore Corp.
alanfox2@rogers.com
(613) 823 9125
Nano-filtration membrane systems for
converting used oil into base stock

Mobius Logistics LLC
enh@mobiuslogistics.biz
(407) 212-9445
Our innovative software tracks every pick-up
and optimizes vehicle schedules and routes
to maintain safety margins to reduce spills
and overflows.

Stationary
Eccentric Disc Pump

“The CC20 pumped over 1.4 million
gallons in a 10-month period
and was still pumping without a
leak. I’m extremely satisfied with
the performance and reliability
of this Mouvex® pump.”
Guy Miller, Fleet Manager
Universal Lubricants, Wichita, KS, USA
• Strong suction, self-priming
capabilities to clear tanks, lines
• Minimal maintenance for low
life-cycle costs
• Handles varying viscosities and
particulate levels

Contact your authorized
Mouvex distributor today,
or email contact@mouvex.com

Mouvex is supported by the
the following Master Distributors:
United States
Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
+1 800-851-4452
werts@wertswelding.com
Canada
Commercial Truck Equipment Co.
+1 877-915-9140
www.comtruck.ca

• Flow rates to 88 gpm and
pump speeds to 500 rpm
For more information, please go to:

psgpumps.com/lr715m
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Mouvex
scott.jackson@psgdover.com
(616) 248-9218
Mouvex®, part of Pump Solutions Group
(PSG®) Oakbrook Terrace, IL, USA, is a global
provider of pumps for the transfer of liquids.
The CC20 eccentric disc pump is designed for
the Used Oil Market.

MultiTherm LLC
medie@multitherm.com
(610) 408-8361
Leading supplier of Heat Transfer Fluids
and System Cleaners. Within a temperature
range of -15° F to 660° F, MultiTherm can
successfully and economically accommodate
a customer’s heating or cooling
requirements.

Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr, P.C.
mkoks@munsch.com
(713) 222-4030
Legal Services

National Chemical Supply Corp
natlchem@gmail.com
(800) 515-9938
Manufacturer of the new, EB-series of oil
demulsifiers that treat oil and water at the
same time.

National Petroleum Products Co.
info@nppc-qatar.com
(974) 490-3839
Processing of used oil.
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Newport Steel Inc. Oil Filter Processing
Equipment
newportsteel@truvista.net
(803) 789-3194
Non Shearing Oil Filter Processing Equipment

Paratherm
rritz@paratherm.com
(610) 941-4900
Heat Transfer Fluids and System Related
Engineering Services.

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks Inc.
jfaris@oilmens.com
(864) 573-7400
Truck mounted tanks and trailers for waste
oil recovery. All major brands of trucks
available. Equipment for transportation and
bulk storage sites. Certified R Stama facility
for wreck repair and remounts.

Partsmaster Division of NCH
curt.selby@nch.com
(972) 438-0157
Torrent from Partsmaster is the next wave in
parts cleaning. Torrent is revolutionary by
using water, heat and pressure to clean fast.
Partsmaster provides MRO applications and
solutions for industry and the military.

Owner Resource Group
msprinkle@orgroup.com
(512) 505-4119
Owner Resource Group is a private
investment firm founded to bring superior
outcomes to small and medium-sized
businesses. We make investments that
enable business owners to pursue their
objectives and accelerate the growth of their
companies.

PESCO-BEAM Environmental
luke@pescobeam.com
(540) 206-2788
Over 18 years in quality used oil recovery.
Custom designed and built, complete
turnkey, skid mounted, affordable systems
with clay filtration, solvent extraction
and hydrotreating lube polishing options.
Engineered to meet your specific product
goals.

Par-Kan Company
kbruner@par-kan.com
(260) 352-2141
Par-Kan offers Leakproof Steel Containers
for storage of disposable oils and filters.
Containers are available in various sizes with
poly lids, fork pockets and caster frames.

PFL
curtis@PFLPetroleum.com
(239) 390-2885
Railcar and Commodities Broker

Polar Environmental Service Corporation
rcrawford@polarcompanies.com
(248) 546-6100
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Porocel International
tmchugh@porocel.com
(281) 469-0500
Fresh and regenerated hydrotreating
catalysts; silica/phosphorus adsorption
grading materials; hydrotreating catalyst
presulfurization for quick and easy startups;
inert support balls; acquisition and
reclamation of spent hydrotreating catalyst.

Precision Petroleum, Labs Inc.
DanielZPPL@att.net
(713) 680-9425
Petroleum and Environmental Testing Lab

Process Dynamics
jon.skeds@processdyn.com
(479) 527-3905
hydrotreating technology

Praxair, Inc.
walter_renz@praxair.com
(203) 837-2378
Praxair, a Fortune 250 company, is the oldest
and largest industrial gases firm in North
and South America. Praxair offers a complete
range of products including hydrogen,
nitrogen and specialty gases in cylinder
quantities to world-scale onsite plants.

PRTI, Inc.
info@prti.us.com
(919) 809-5440
PRTI offers a patented system for tires
pyrolysis. This system of handling tires will
break down the tires into four elements; oil,
carbon ash, steel and a syn-gas. The syn-gas
will be used as a fuel for combustion in a
generator to produce energy.

Quantum Analytics
bharris@LQA.com
(650) 312-0900
Instrument Distributor- Financial Services

Are You Still Working Without SAFETY RAILS?
Support Your Drivers!

✓

X

–– Watch Our Video ––

Oilmen’s Safety Rails can be retrofitted to units

trucktanks.com/videos

in the field or added as an option on new units.

Railings can be raised and lowered from the ground
with the push of a button.
Automatic retraction takes place when air brakes are
released - in case operator forgets to lower rails.
O i l men’s Truck Tanks
NORA
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800-859-8265

|

www.trucktanks.com
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Quest Recycling Services, LLC
briand@questrecycling.com
(214) 914-7369
Consulting and management of waste
and recyclable materials for automotive,
industrial, and restaurant clients. National
service provider for used oil filters, scrap
tires, industrial cleaning, e-waste, organics,
and cooking oil/rendering.

Radchem Products, Inc.
don.vlasaty@radcheminc.com
(708) 966-4044
Chemical & Solvents

Radian Chemicals LLC
jspain@radianchemicals.com
(281) 610-6908
Management of spent solvents for beneficial
reuse and/or treatment for recycle or
disposition. Spent caustics, glycols, aminet,
polyols, methanols, etc.

Ranger Lubricants Group, LLC
georgelisle@gmail.com
(303) 725-8580

Redragon Oil & Gas Systems International Inc.
prakash@redragon.ca
(519) 756-8890
Redragon offers turnkey solutions for oil
recyclers with our Wipe Film Evaporation,
Clay Polishing, Transformer Oil Regeneration,
High Vacuum Degasification and PCB
Dechlorination systems. Our financing
options permit reduced upfront capital costs.

RiverRoad Waste Solutions
gregg.matthews@riverroadwaste.com
(732) 275-3400

RADIAN	
  
Chemicals	
  
A GREEN Approach to the
Management of Spent Solvents
www.radianchemicals.com
281.883.4389
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Rivore
kosta@rivore.com
(800) 248-1250
Rivore melts filters in its furnaces throughout
the nation and accepts crushed oil filters by
rail or truck.

RSI Logistics, Inc.
driddell@rsilogistics.com
(517) 908-3650
RSI makes rail shipping simpler, more
efficient and more cost-effective. Products
& Services: Rail Logistics Services, Rail
Transportation Management Software, and
Bulk Terminal Operations.
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Schumacher Consulting, LLC
roy@oilbizconsulting.com
(602) 524-2944
Consulting Services, including strategic
planning, mergers & acquisitions, market
research, marketing, website development
and sales training.

Scope Marketing, Inc.
steves@scopemarketinginc.com
(760) 728-6095
Scope Marketing specializes in locating
buyers and sellers for a wide range of
virgin, re-refined, synthetic oils and other
petrochemicals.

Senn Dunn Insurance a Marsh &
McLennan Agency Company
sshepherd@senndunn.com
(336) 346-1347
Senn Dunn’s Environmental Group works
with large & mid-sized companies across the
United States to provide:Insurance & Risk
Management Solutions,Licensed Professional
Geologists/Engineers on staff,Lower Total
Cost of Risk,Industry Specific Claim Advocates
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Sequoia Energy & Environment
rohit.joshi@sequoia-global.com
(704) 780-1089
Vacuum distillation, hydrotreating,
regenerative adsorption technologies for
recycling of used lubricating oils, transformer
oils, waste antifreeze/coolants and waste
fuels.

SESCO
jstout@sesco-inc.com
(260) 422-1671
SESCO has become the preferred source
for oil purification, regeneration, and fluid
conditioning equipment. Its reputation
has been built from a foundation of solid
engineering, quality manufacturing, and
a commitment to customer support and
service.

SmartBin
brendan@smartbin.com
(353) 18902633
SmartBin powers intelligent, more agile &
cost-efficient collection operations with the
latest fill-level sensor technology and route
planning software. It’s smart, it’s simple......
it’s the future for Waste Oil & Liquid
collectors.

Sweet Gazoil Inc.
louisbertrand10@gmail.com
(579) 721-1690
Engineering solutions tailored to meet your
used and waste oil needs: Improve your
current operations or design complete plants.
Unique hybrid process that can treat used
oils, waste oils and asphalt flux, and make
only environmentally friendly products,

Summit Environmental Technologies
lpachecoset@aol.com
(615) 794-9437
Full service QAQC environmental laboratory.
Emphasis and experience with liquid
recycling and environmental service
industries. Nelac and AZLA ISO certifications.

SystemOne Technologies Inc.
mansur.paul@systemonetechnologies.com
(305) 593-8015
The industry’s most powerful parts cleaning
technology. Over 50,000 units installed in
30,000 locations worldwide. Cut costs by
60%; pure solvent on-demand daily; recovers
100% pure solvent; and eliminates 100% of
hazardous solvent waste.

SERVING THE OIL PRODUCTION,
REFINING, AND RE-REFINING
INDUSTRIES FOR 30 YEARS
• Infrastructure & Civil Site Design
• Regulatory Compliance,
Permitting & Auditing
• Risk Management
• Solid Waste Management
• Surveying & Mapping
• Water & Wastewater Engineering
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Titan Logix Corp.
jenniferdm@titanlogix.com
(780) 462-4085
Titan Logix Corp.’s Guided Wave Radar gauges
provide accurate, reliable level measurement
in mobile tanks. The UsedOil-Stik is designed
especially for used oil transportation. Ground
level display of liquid level keeps the driver
off the top of the tank.

We’re Lubes’n’Greases.

WE GET TO THE
HEART OF A
COMPLEX
INDUSTRY.

Transcourt
rpahanich@transcourt.com
(905) 338-5744
Tank Trailer leasing and financial solutions

Trihydro Corporation
grisse@trihydro.com
(678) 320-0493
Trihydro is an engineering and
environmental firm offering due diligence;
air & wastewater design/ops; multimedia permitting, compliance audits; soil
& groundwater assessment/remediation
services to NORA member industries.
Lubes’n’Greases Magazine Covering the
global issues, trends and news that affect your
success.

Truck Works Inc.
mmaddux@truckworksinc.com
(602) 233-3713
OEM manufacturer of bulk liquids and
transportation equipment. Truck tanks steel,
aluminum, and stainless. MC 406/407/412
code and non-code tanks. 1500 gallon to
4500 gallon capacities. New and used units
available. Parts in stock.

Lubes’n’Greases EMEA Magazine
Offering a focused look at Europe, Middle East,
Africa, Russia and more.

www.LubeReport.com The weekly
e-newsletter containing late-breaking and trending
industry news; base oil price reports for North
America, Europe, Middle East and Africa; and
regional shipping report.
www.LubeReportAsia.com A critical
weekly roundup of the lubricant industry in Asia.
Featuring breaking news and base oil price reports
in English and Simplified Chinese.

GET YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS TODAY
www.LubesnGreases.com/subscribe
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Turn-Key Environmental
joe@tkenv.com
(815) 929-9440
Licensed Non Hazardous, Special Waste
Hauler. Drum and Box disposal, Vac
Trucks, Used Oil marketing, Environmental
Construction Management, and Full Service
Environmental Consultant.

The Ultragen Group Ltd.
steve.surveyer@ultragen.com
(450) 650-0770
Ultragen is a multi-diciplinary engineering
firm & UMO specialists. We are engaged in
all phases of a project’s life cycle. We can
develop process flow sheets, heat & material
balances, plant layouts, & detailed cost
estimates.

VTA GmbH & Co., KG
bob.schavey@vta-process.de
(803) 980-2882
Wiped Film and Short Path Evaporators

Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
bruce@wertswelding.com
(618) 254-6967
Transportation tanks and trucks and all
related parts and equipment. Pumps, hoses,
fittings and valves. 8 locations across the
USA.

XL Insurance		
$
matthew.gartner@xlgroup.com
(800) 327-1414 ext. 9294
The environmental division of the XL
Insurance companies offers integrated
environmental risk management® solutions
through insurance, loss control and claims
management to leading businesses.

Zurich
steven.goebner@zurichna.com
(610) 727-5634
Zurich’s Environmental unit helps businesses
navigate the ever-changing world of
environmental risk. Zurich provides easyto-understand environmental insurance
solutions that can be customized to help
meet customers’ needs for today and the
future.

Your UMO and Asphalt Flux Recycling
Specialists.
Ultragen is a leader in Used Motor Oil (UMO) Processing, with 20
years of EPCM experience and over 25 projects completed on two
continents. Designs can be tailored for either VGO, MGO, or Base Oil
production. We have offices in North America and France. Ultragen
can develop process flow diagrams, heat and material balances, plant
layouts and detailed cost estimates timely and competitively. The
company’s specialty is turnkey projects, including commissioning,
start-up and follow-up support.
Ultragen is the exclusive world licensor of a new proven Asphalt Flux
Recycling technology which will reduce the asphalt content to zero
and replace this with Base Oil (VGO) and LFO products.
Asphalt Flux Kiln Cut Away Details

Services Available:
Process Design/Detailed Engineering
Procurement
Construction Support/Management
Commissioning & Start-up
Available formats: ISBL alone, ISBL & OSBL
Turnkey Projects
Skid Units
Partial Client List:
Safety Kleen, Omega Refining, Evergreen Oil, DK
Industries, FCC Environmental, Clean Harbors,
Vertex Energy & others
Experience with the following Packages:
Axens
Shell
CEP

Topsoe
In house Catalyst Selection
Asphalt Flux Recycling

www.ultragen.com  UMO Manager: Steve Surveyer  450-650-0770  steve.surveyer@ultragen.com
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NORA is a trade association
representing over 360 leading
companies in the liquid recycling
industry. For nearly 30 years, NORA
has been defending and
promoting the liquid recycling
industry and your business. NORA
represents the leading liquid
recycling companies in the
following areas: used oil,
antifreeze, oil filters & absorbents,
parts cleaning, wastewater and
chemicals.

JOIN US.

NORA hosts three events each
year, including the liquid recycling
industry's premier networking and
education event: NORA Annual
Recycling Conference & Trade
Show. Membership benefits
include Government Affairs &
Industry Advocacy, Knowledge &
Education, Networking & Events,
Business Development, Savings,
Public Relations and more. Visit
www.noranews.org to learn more!

JOIN 1,000+ INDUSTRY LEADERS WITH THE POWER TO HELP ONE ANOTHER AND DRIVE THE INDUSTRY FORWARD.
1 (703) 753-4277

INFO@NORANEWS.ORG

WWW.NORANEWS.ORG

